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Abstract

Following the fitting of amplification devices, outcomes need to be evaluated to determine benefit of intervention. Objective measurements, which generally require rapid acoustic or electrophysiological measurement without active participation of the individual, are one subset of evaluation methods.

This thesis aimed to improve the reliability, accuracy, and efficiency of a subset of objective outcome measurements: the speech-evoked Envelope Following Response (EFR), and the wideband real-ear-to-coupler-difference (wRECD), which are used in hearing aid validation and verification respectively.

The speech-evoked EFR, a neural response reflecting phase-locked activity to the envelope of a speech stimulus, can be detected using a variety of statistical indicators. Chapter 1 focused on improving speech-evoked EFR detection by comparing the sensitivity and efficiency of statistical indicators in adults and infants. Results show that indicators using phase information tend to outperform those that do not. Accuracy and speed of speech-evoked EFR detection was also found to differ between infants and adults.

The main contribution of this thesis is the proposal and validation of a clinically viable test paradigm for wRECD measurement which does not require a probe-tube microphone and is not affected by reflected wave interference. The projects evaluated the measurement of the integrated pressure level (IPL) wRECD using a Thevenin-equivalent source parameter calibrated transducer. Calibration of the transducer was found to be reliable across time. IPL wRECD improved wRECD reliability, high-frequency performance, and simultaneously assessed middle ear function using wideband acoustic immittance. Below 5 kHz, the IPL wRECD was not clinically significantly different from probe-tube microphone measurements when a generic coupling method was used. An individual’s earmold significantly impacts resulting wRECD measurements due to variable lengths of tubing associated with the earmold. The current thesis proposed a method to acoustically determine the tubing length to create accurate and reproducible generic-tip-to-earmold transforms, which improved the estimation of the earmold wRECD.
In summary, IPL wRECD measurement shows promise as an alternative to probe-tube microphone wRECD measurement procedures and is expected to improve validity of hearing aid fittings, especially in the high frequencies. Similarly, speech-evoked EFRs can be used as an objective measurement to validate hearing aid fittings accurately and efficiently.
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Summary for Lay Audience

Following hearing aid fitting, outcomes need to be determined to ensure benefit of the intervention. This is done using several outcome measurement tools, such as objective outcome measurements which can be measured by recording brainwaves. Objective outcome measurements are quick and do not require sustained participant cooperation.

This thesis aimed to improve the accuracy and speed of two objective measurements: the speech-evoked Envelope Following Response (EFR) and the wideband real-ear-to-coupler-difference (wRECD). The speech-evoked EFR is used to confirm that the hearing aid is providing enough sound to the individual. The wRECD accounts for individual ear canal effects on sound input to the eardrum, improving test accuracy for growing infants.

The speech-evoked EFR is a brainwave response that can be measured while the participant sleeps. It is detected by various statistical tests which determine if sound is reaching the brainstem. Chapter two compared common statistical tests used for speech-evoked EFR detection in infants and adults. Results show that statistical tests that incorporate response phase outperform those that solely rely on response magnitude.

The main contribution of this thesis is the proposal and validation of a clinically viable wRECD measurement paradigm. Current clinical measurements require a probe-tube microphone placed within millimeters of the eardrum. In contrast, this thesis proposes a new method of measurement, the integrated pressure level (IPL) wRECD. It uses a specially calibrated earpiece which houses a speaker and a microphone. The calibration procedure allows for the calculation of the sound-level at an individual’s eardrum using a measurement by the microphone in the earpiece. This thesis found that this calibration procedure was reliable over time. IPL wRECD measurement using a generic tip and the individual’s earmold was also validated. Results indicate that IPL wRECD measurements are more reliable than conventional wRECD measurement. Above 4 kHz, IPL wRECD improves on probe-tube microphone measurements. Overall, IPL wRECD is a promising alternative to current wRECD measurements and may improve validity of hearing aid fittings, especially in the high frequencies. The IPL wRECD could be used with speech-evoked EFR to provide accurate, objective measurement of infant brain responses to amplified sound from hearing aids.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

With the increasing implementation of early hearing detection and intervention (EHDI) programs, diagnosis and intervention for pediatric hearing loss can occur when an infant is only months old (Sininger et al., 2009; Tomblin et al., 2014; Uus & Bamford, 2006). Early detection and intervention that optimizes the audibility of speech through properly fitted hearing aids has a significant impact on outcomes of infants with hearing loss (McCreery et al., 2015; Moeller & Tomblin, 2015; Tomblin et al., 2015; Yoshinaga-Itano et al., 1998). However, the age of the patient can introduce challenges into the EHDI process. At such a young age, infants are developmentally unable to actively participate in any aspect of the hearing aid fitting process or subsequent outcome evaluation procedures. As such, infants in this age bracket require a modified test battery throughout the EHDI process. Hearing aid output is matched to prescriptive targets calculated from the individual’s hearing loss. The prescriptive targets and hearing aid output is calibrated to the sound-pressure level produced in the ear canal. After the fitting, intervention outcomes need to be assessed to determine benefit for the patient (American Academy of Audiology, 2013; Bagatto et al., 2005; The Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, 2019).

Modified pediatric screening and diagnostic procedures consist of multiple independent testing procedures and implement the cross-check principle, which states that no one test result should be accepted during the intervention until it is confirmed by another independent procedure (Jerger & Hayes, 1976; Norrix, 2015). In a pediatric hearing aid fitting, this means that objective response measurement is confirmed by behavioural testing or vice versa. Behavioural testing requires active participation, with responses acquired from the individuals’ reactions to stimuli, whether that be turning their head, placing a toy in a box, or pressing a button. Objective response measurement does not rely on behavioural responses, making it especially helpful for interventions where the child is developmentally unable to participate. Objective responses are determined based on acoustic or neural responses to a stimulus (Hall, 2016). Objective measures are used to estimate hearing thresholds, fit and verify hearing aids, and assess intervention outcomes.
Objective measurements, whether used for diagnosis or for outcome evaluation, share two common factors:

1. They need to be accurately measured – generally using either an acoustic measurement or neural responses, sometimes employing a statistical detection paradigm.
2. They require stimulus presentation to the auditory system.

Sources of variability in stimulus calibration or in response, if not accounted for, will introduce error into objective response measurement, whether it be auditory evoked potentials, measurements of the real-ear aided response, or otoacoustic emissions (OAE). The main sources of interpersonal variability come from differing residual ear-canal dimensions, tympanic membrane impedance, and measurement location in the canal (Voss & Herrmann, 2005). These sources of variability, if unaccounted for, have the potential to result in misdiagnosis and mismanagement of an infant’s hearing loss throughout the EHDI process (Figure 1-1).

The overarching aim of this thesis is to develop new methods to improve objectivity in EDHI. More specifically, the aim is to investigate and improve key areas linked to objective response detection and/or effects of ear-canal acoustics on stimulus presentation levels. Improvements in these two areas can impact all processes in EHDI due to the importance of the underlying procedure, objective outcome measurement. Objective outcome measurement combines the assessment of ear-canal acoustic alterations and response detection, making it a key sub-procedure of EHDI as well as the main focus of this thesis. This introductory chapter briefly reviews objective measurements for hearing aid outcome validation and current approaches used to account for ear canal acoustics throughout the EHDI process.
1.1 Outcome validation

Following the fitting of amplification devices, outcomes need to be evaluated to determine the benefit of the intervention (American Academy of Audiology, 2013). Typically, outcome evaluation is completed using a combination of subjective or objective outcome measurements, as both have important advantages and disadvantages (Easwar, 2014). Subjective outcomes are generally not assessed directly from the child; they are often based on observations from the child’s caregiver. In contrast, objective outcome measurements, such as auditory evoked potentials (AEP), do not require active patient or caregiver participation.

Auditory evoked potentials (AEP) minimize the bias in the responses, require less time between the fitting of amplification and outcome evaluation, and provide greater
ecological validity compared to subjective outcome measures (Easwar, 2014). Given these advantages, there has been increased interest in using AEP to assess pediatric hearing aid outcomes and speech audibility (Anderson & Kraus, 2013; Easwar, Beamish, et al., 2015; Easwar, Birstler, et al., 2020; Glista et al., 2012; Golding et al., 2007; Jenkins et al., 2018; Purdy et al., 2010).

One AEP of particular interest is the envelope-following response (EFR), a neural response with a dominant brainstem generator (Bidelman, 2018; Herdman & Stapells, 2001) that reflects phase-locked neural activity to the envelope of the stimulus (Aiken & Picton, 2008). The EFR is a promising technique for verifying speech audibility in infants because, unlike many other auditory evoked potentials, speech stimuli can be used for elicitation (referred to as the speech-evoked EFR; (Aiken & Picton, 2006; Choi et al., 2013) and the patient can sleep during testing (Jeng et al., 2011). Detection of a speech-evoked EFR indicates that the child’s brainstem is being activated by the sound-level presented to their auditory system, with smaller cortical contributions present (Bidelman, 2018; Easwar et al., 2021). Additionally, using speech stimuli more accurately represents real-world hearing-aid amplification, especially when non-linear hearing aids are used (Easwar et al., 2012; Henning & Bentler, 2005; Scollie & Seewald, 2002).

The speech-evoked EFR can be detected rapidly (Easwar, Purcell, et al., 2015) and has excellent test-retest reliability (Easwar, Scollie, et al., 2020). Given the small amplitude of the response, the EFR requires sufficient averaging over time and is not always detected, even when an individual reports hearing a sound (Easwar, Purcell, et al., 2015; Easwar, Scollie, et al., 2020). Extensive research on EFR detection accuracy shows a dependence on a variety of testing parameters: sound-level, statistical indicator used, frequency of the elicitor, and subject noisiness (Aiken & Picton, 2006; Easwar, Birstler, et al., 2020; Vanheusden et al., 2019).

1.2 Accounting for individual ear canal acoustics

Traditionally, the amplitude of a stimulus is calibrated using the sound-pressure level (SPL) response as measured inside a reference hard-walled coupler or simulated human ear (Scollie et al., 1998; Valente et al., 1994). The amplitude of the sound-level, however,
depends on the characteristics of the acoustic cavity itself: the larger the cavity, the lower the stimulus level. Human ear canals are not all the same – they vary by shape, size, and impedance. Consequently, the same stimulus can produce ear canal SPL measurements that vary as much as 40 dB between individuals (Munro & Hatton, 2000; Munro & Salisbury, 2002; Saunders & Morgan, 2003). Unfortunately, the differences in sound-level vary in a manner that is difficult to predict across frequencies and is dependent on the transducer used (Bagatto et al., 2005; Munro & Hatton, 2000; Munro & Salisbury, 2002) and the individual’s ear canal geometry (Stinson & Lawton, 1989). To account for this variability, acoustic measurements of the individual’s ear canal need to be made. Differing approaches to measuring the ear canal sound-level have been proposed and implemented during the hearing aid fitting/verification process and during diagnostic procedures. These approaches are discussed below.

1.3 Measuring individual ear canal SPL during hearing aid fitting

The aided sound level presented to the individual’s auditory system needs to be verified to ensure that it is adequate and appropriate (American Academy of Audiology, 2013; Moodie, Pietrobon, et al., 2016). Given the large effect of ear canal acoustics on the presented sound-level, the individual’s ear canal SPL (ecSPL) should be measured to accurately fit the hearing aid to prescriptive targets, also calibrated in ecSPL. Due to hearing aid non-linearity, the ecSPL should be measured for multiple input levels to ensure both adequate access to speech and that the maximum hearing aid output does not exceed prescribed levels (American Academy of Audiology, 2013). The individualized ecSPL can be determined using one of two approaches: (1) directly measuring the sound-level that the hearing aid produces in the ear canal, known as the real-ear aided response (REAR) or (2) quantifying the individual’s acoustic-transform and comparing it to that of a reference coupler, known as real-ear-to-coupler difference (RECD; American Academy of Audiology, 2013).

To measure the individual’s REAR, a flexible probe microphone is placed in the ear canal close (<4 mm) to the eardrum by a highly trained professional (Vaisberg et al., 2016). The REAR is measured in real-time as a stimulus, typically speech, is played and
processed by the hearing aid. The individual’s REAR is then directly compared to the ecSPL-referenced prescriptive hearing aid targets. This approach to accounting for the individual ear canal acoustics is the gold-standard for most adult hearing aid fittings and is recommended for vented hearing aid fittings and for children with long (>35 mm) earmold tubing (Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie, Pietrobon, et al., 2016). In pediatric fittings, however, obtaining direct, accurate REAR measurements can be difficult because they require sustained cooperation from the patient and are negatively impacted by head movement. These requirements introduce practicality concerns for working in a pediatric population, where these conditions may not be reliably met, requiring an alternative approach for measuring the individual’s REAR.

The RECD can be used as a level-independent acoustic transform used to accurately convert the SPL produced in a reference coupler to the individual’s unique ecSPL (Bagatto et al., 2005; Moodie et al., 1994). The RECD is obtained by taking the difference between the SPL produced in a reference coupler and the SPL produced in the individual’s ear canal (Bagatto et al., 2005). The resultant RECD can then convert SPL produced in the reference coupler to the estimated ecSPL produced in the individual. The real-ear portion of this measurement, like REAR measurement, requires the placement of a probe-tube microphone near the eardrum (Vaisberg et al., 2018). After the tube is in place, the RECD requires only seconds of cooperation and attention from the patient, making it ideal for the pediatric population (Scollie et al., 1998). After the RECD is measured, the rest of the hearing aid fitting can be done in the reference coupler because the hearing aid output can be accurately fit to estimated ecSPL prescriptive target data. During the hearing aid fitting, the RECD is used twice: first to convert the ecSPL hearing thresholds to equivalent adult dB HL thresholds for prescriptive target calculation and then to convert reference coupler measurements to equivalent ecSPL measures (Bagatto et al., 2005; Gustafson et al., 2013; Scollie et al., 1998).

The RECD should be measured with the same transducer used for hearing threshold determination (Gustafson et al., 2013) because RECD values are dependent on transducer characteristics (Munro & Hatton, 2000; Munro & Salisbury, 2002). The transducer dependence is due to differences in the tubing length associated with the transducer,
which has an impact on the transducer’s acoustic impedance (Munro & Salisbury, 2002). As a result, an RECD measured using a foam-tip insert is going to differ significantly, as much as 7-8dB at 4000 Hz, from an RECD of the same individual measured using their hearing aid tubing and ear-mold (Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie, Pietrobon, et al., 2016). The systematic error introduced by this transducer mismatch can be avoided by using the same transducer. In cases where the same transducer cannot be used for RECD and threshold determination, average foam-tip-to-earmold transforms can be used (Scollie et al., 1998; Valente et al., 1994). Even if the transducer mismatch is accounted for, however, there are other sources of errors and clinical issues with the measurement of RECD that affect all probe-tube ecSPL measurements.

**1.4 Individual ecSPL during hearing aid fitting: errors and clinical issues**

Measurements of ecSPL, completed with a probe tube for in situ measurement or to determine the individual’s RECD, result in more accurate determinations of auditory input than coupler-calibrated stimuli (American Academy of Audiology, 2013; The Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, 2019). However, even when these measurements are implemented in the hearing aid verification process, they can introduce significant errors into the calibration procedure. Probe-tube ecSPL measurements are contaminated by standing wave errors as large as ±20 dB in the audiometric range (Dreisbach & Siegel, 2001; Siegel, 1994; Siegel & Hirohata, 1994; Stinson et al., 1982; Stinson & Lawton, 1989). The standing wave errors are caused by the destructive interference between the stimulus and the sound-wave reflected by the eardrum (Chan & Geisler, 1990; Gilman & Dirks, 1986; Stinson et al., 1982; Stinson & Lawton, 1989). The reflected sound wave interference results in an erroneous sound-level reading at the location of the probe-tube that is not present at the individual’s eardrum. The largest effect of the reflected sound wave interference is found near the frequency of the ¾-wavelength pressure node. However, the amplitude, width, and exact frequency location of the reflected wave interference are difficult to predict as they are dependent on transducer depth, probe-tube depth, ear canal geometry, and many other factors (Feigin et al., 1989, 1990; Stinson & Lawton, 1989; Vaisberg et al., 2016). Furthermore, as the frequency of the stimulus
increases, the wavelength decreases, resulting in more complex interactions between the forward-moving and reflected sound waves. As a result, probe-tube microphone measurements of ecSPL are increasingly unreliable and inaccurate as stimulus frequency increases (McCreery et al., 2009; Vaisberg et al., 2016). Probe-tube ecSPL measurements also require precise probe-tube placement by a highly trained individual, which is not possible in every audiological setting (i.e. teleaudiology, screening procedures).

Even with these limitations, measuring the ecSPL using a probe-tube improves the accuracy of hearing aid measurement over methods that do not account for individual ear canal acoustics. Probe-tube measures are recommended practice for hearing aid fitting for both adults and children (American Academy of Audiology, 2013). However, 25% of North American pediatric audiologists self-report that they never or seldom measure the RECD during hearing aid verification and almost two-thirds rarely or never use the RECD during the diagnostic stage (Moodie, Rall, et al., 2016). The numbers are significantly worse when looking at hearing aid validation in adults, with less than half of all audiologists self-reporting that they use probe-tube microphone measures on the day of the fitting (Mueller & Picou, 2010). The most commonly reported reasons for not completing RECD measures in clinic are due to a lack of clinical time and self-doubts about the ability to make the RECD measurement (Moodie, Pietrobon, et al., 2016). These results indicate a clear need for improved access to training procedures (Koch et al., 2018, 2020) and/or new validation and verification procedures to decrease the amount of clinical time and technical skill needed to complete such measurements.

1.5 Accounting for individual ear canal acoustics: alternatives to probe-tube ecSPL calibration

Recently, there has been interest in alternative methods of ear canal sound-level measurement that do not require precise placement of a probe-tube microphone. These calibration approaches require a specially calibrated transducer that houses both a sound-source and microphone (Lewis et al., 2009; Scheperle et al., 2008; Souza et al., 2014). These alternative approaches utilize an analysis of the eardrum reflectance to negate the impact of the reflected sound-wave interference. The distal sound-level measurement is completed using a microphone that is flush with the sound-source, allowing the
transducer/ear canal coupling to be represented as a Thevenin electrical circuit (Allen, 1986; Keefe et al., 1993; Scheperle et al., 2008). By accounting for the transducer’s source pressure and impedance using a special Thevenin-equivalent source parameter calibration procedure (reviewed in Chapter 3), the sound-level in the ear canal can be decomposed into the forward-moving pressure level (FPL) and the reflected sound-level (RPL; Souza et al., 2014). The total ear canal sound level can be represented in dB FPL or as the integrated pressure level (IPL), which is equivalent to the eardrum SPL without any reflected wave interferences (Lewis et al., 2009; Scheperle et al., 2011; Souza et al., 2014; Withnell et al., 2014). Ear canal sound level measurements calibrated in FPL or IPL require only seconds of patient cooperation, do not require probe-tube placement, and simultaneously measure the individual’s wideband acoustic immittance and ear canal sound levels (WAI; Souza et al., 2014).

Early work on the development of FPL has focused on potential benefits in diagnostic settings – mainly for the purpose of in-ear calibration of stimuli used for otoacoustic emission (OAE) testing and audiometry. FPL-based calibration is beneficial for OAE testing because, along with the improved accuracy over traditional SPL approaches, the FPL-referenced stimulus retains its phase information which is useful for some applications (Allen, 1986; Keefe et al., 1993; Scheperle et al., 2008). Furthermore, OAE probes are already constructed with the microphone in the same sound-source, meaning that such calibrations can be completed with currently available OAE transducers.

Early testing with OAE stimuli demonstrated mixed results regarding the benefit of FPL-calibration on testing accuracy. Some studies found significant improvements (Kirby et al., 2011; Scheperle et al., 2008, 2011) while some found no discernible benefit over traditional SPL approaches (Burke et al., 2010; Rogers et al., 2010). These mixed results may be due to testing at discrete frequencies, which minimizes the ability to measure the effects of the standing wave errors, and the frequency of the standing wave may fall between discrete frequencies (Scheperle et al., 2011).

Work on behavioural threshold testing with FPL and IPL calibrated stimuli, however, has consistently shown improved accuracy (Lapsley Miller et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2009;
McCreery et al., 2009; Withnell et al., 2009, 2014). Further accuracy improvements have been made using individualized in-situ acoustic estimations of ear canal cross-sectional area, which can be completed during the FPL/IPL measurement (Rasetshwane & Neely, 2011). By individualizing the cross-sectional area estimation for use in FPL and IPL calculation using an in-situ time-domain reflectance measurement, a more accurate measurement of ear canal sound level (on average ~1 dB) can be obtained (Souza et al., 2014).

While the calibration of stimuli referenced in FPL or IPL may be advantageous for diagnostic purposes, it is difficult to use FPL-referenced hearing thresholds in a hearing aid fitting, where prescriptive targets are referenced to ecSPL. FPL-to-ecSPL transforms are complex and vary between individuals, especially in the mid- and high frequencies, where the measurements differ on average 12.2 dB at the individual’s standing wave frequency (mean = 5909 Hz, SD = 1943 Hz; McCreery et al., 2009). For use in current hearing aid intervention, FPL-referenced normative values or an easy to measure/interpret FPL-to-ecSPL transform would be necessary.

Unlike the FPL, the integrated pressure level (IPL) is theoretically equivalent to the SPL present at the termination of the ear canal without reflected-wave interactions (Lewis et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014). IPL calculation, however, requires the determination of FPL and shows similar advantages when compared to ecSPL measurement (Souza et al., 2014). IPL has been shown to be relatively independent of transducer depth, with ±3 dB accuracy in determining behavioural thresholds up to 16 kHz in adults (McCreery et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014). Given the theoretical equivalence between IPL and SPL at the eardrum, direct comparison to ecSPL measurements or prescriptive targets used with conventional probe-tube microphone verification systems is possible. Being able to quickly and efficiently measure the IPL-referenced RECD (IPL RECD), for example, would allow for consistent calibration across the pediatric hearing workflow, with possible applications at both the hearing assessment (Scollie et al., 1998) and coupler-based hearing aid verification (Moodie et al., 1994) stages, as well as in the calculation of prescriptive targets that apply transforms for each of these stages (Bagatto et al., 2005). Measurement of the IPL RECD is expected to improve accuracy of individual ear canal
acoustic transforms and allow for such corrections to be completed in any audiological setting, even if a highly trained practitioner is not present.

1.6 Purpose of this thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to improve the accuracy of objective measurements throughout the pediatric hearing aid verification and validation procedures. To meet such aims, Chapter 2 is based on improving the clinical efficacy of speech-evoked EFR as an objective outcome measurement. In a clinical setting, objective outcome validation will be restricted to the duration of time that the infant is able to stay asleep. Previous studies have analyzed statistical indicator efficacy in speech-evoked EFR, however, they have not completed such an analysis on an infant population. Furthermore, many previous comparisons of statistical indicators have employed fixed testing durations (e.g. 30 minutes regardless of response detection or absence), which limits real-world generalization where test-durations may vary. In Chapter 2, different statistical indicators used to detect auditory evoked potentials are assessed to determine the speed and accuracy of response detection in infants and adults. By evaluating the speed and accuracy of detection, it is hoped that the incorporation of such an objective outcome validation may be incorporated in clinical settings.

The following three chapters (Chapter 3-5) focus on the development and subsequent proposal of an IPL-calibrated, probe-tube free RECD measurement that occurs concurrently with an analysis of the middle ear. The rationale for these final chapters was to (1) decrease potential clinical barriers to the introduction of IPL RECD in clinic, (2) improve RECD measurement accuracy for foam-tip and ear-mold RECD determination, and (3) to decrease the time and difficulty to accurately measure the child’s RECD.

1.7 Research questions

The research questions, stated in the order of appearance throughout chapters 2-5, are:

a. Is the accuracy of speech-evoked EFR detection dependent on the statistical indicator used? Can the sensitivity of speech-evoked EFR detection be calculated given a variable test duration?
b. What is the impact of intra- and inter-sessional reliability of Thevenin-equivalent source parameter calibration on stimulus calibration and wideband reflectance accuracy?

c. Can valid and reliable measurements of individual hearing aid tubing length be determined acoustically using a source parameter calibrated transducer?

d. Is IPL RECD measurement more reliable and accurate than probe-tube microphone measured RECD? Can IPL RECD measurement be a direct replacement to probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip and/or earmold RECD for use in hearing aid workflows for eSPL-derived hearing aid targets?
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Chapter 2

2 Performance of statistical indicators in the objective detection of speech-evoked envelope following responses

2.1 Introduction

Early hearing detection and intervention programs are being implemented in numerous countries with the aim of completing hearing loss diagnoses and intervention at an early age, often before the 6-month mark (Sininger et al., 2009; The Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, 2019; Uus & Bamford, 2006). During this developmental period, children cannot participate in conventional behavioural testing, making it difficult to ensure adequate speech audibility throughout intervention. Recently, there has been interest in using electrophysiological responses to objectively assess neural responses to auditory input in children (Anderson & Kraus, 2013; Easwar et al., 2015; Easwar, Scollie, et al., 2020; Jenkins et al., 2018). One such electrophysiological measure is the envelope-following response (EFR), a neural response with a dominant brainstem generator for rates greater than 150 Hz (Bidelman, 2018; Herdman & Stapells, 2001) that reflects phase-locked neural activity to the envelope of the stimulus (Aiken & Picton, 2008). Unlike many other auditory evoked potentials, the EFR can be measured in response to running speech while the individual sleeps (Choi et al., 2013; Jeng et al., 2011). A speech stimulus is advantageous because it more accurately represents real-world hearing-aid amplification when compared to tonal stimuli, particularly when the hearing aids are non-linear (Henning & Bentler, 2005; Scollie & Seewald, 2002). These characteristics make speech-evoked EFRs a promising technique for objective hearing aid outcome validation of speech audibility in infants.

1 A version of this chapter has been submitted: Urichuk, M., Easwar, V., Scollie, S., Purcell, D. Performance of statistical indicators in the objective detection of speech-evoked envelope following responses. Submitted to Ear and Hearing.
Although there is evidence that speech-evoked EFRs can be useful clinically, there are several factors that can influence the accuracy of the measure that must be considered. Numerous recent studies on speech-evoked EFR detection have been completed in adult populations, showing excellent test-retest reliability, a rapid detection paradigm, and high sensitivity of various statistical indicators (Aiken & Picton, 2006; Easwar, Birstler, et al., 2020; Easwar et al., 2015; Vanheusden et al., 2018). Some statistical indicators rely on the amplitude of the EFR, such as the F-test, while others may rely on the phase of the EFR, like the Rayleigh test. Additionally, there are statistical indicators that use a combination of both the amplitude and phase information such as the Hotelling T$^2$, Magnitude Square Coherence (MSC), and the Rayleigh-Moore test. The choice of statistical indicator can significantly impact the accuracy of response detection, with indicators that use both amplitude and phase often exhibiting equivalent or superior performance to statistics that use either phase or amplitude alone (Easwar et al., 2020; Mijares et al., 2013; Vanheusden et al., 2019).

The age of the individual can also significantly impact speech-evoked EFR detection. Various characteristics of speech-evoked EFRs, as well as response detection, differ significantly in infant and adult populations (Easwar et al., 2021; Savio et al., 2001; Van Dyke et al., 2017). Both amplitude, and to a lesser extent phase coherence, may be lower in an infant population. It is possible that decreased detectability is due to spectral magnitude differences rather than decreased phase locking in the infant population (Easwar et al., 2021; Lins et al., 1996; Van Dyke et al., 2017). If this is the case, it is expected that statistical indicators that heavily rely on phase information will perform more accurately for speech-evoked EFR detection in infants than amplitude-based indicators. The current study assesses the performance of various statistical indicators that use phase coherence, amplitude, or a combination of both for speech-evoked EFR detection in an infant population as a function of testing duration.

Easwar and colleagues (2020) compared the sensitivity of three common statistical indicators in an adult population. The researchers found that after approximately 30 minutes of testing, the statistical indicators that incorporated phase-information explicitly had comparable performance. Using an identical stimulus, the current work builds on
these results in two important ways. First, sensitivity analyses are extended to an infant population and two additional statistical indicators are assessed. Secondly, the sensitivity of each statistical indicator is assessed continuously throughout testing. This will account for the variable testing durations that often occur in a clinical setting and will enable the comparison of both sensitivity and efficiency of the statistical indicators between infants and adults. We hypothesize that the infants will require a longer test duration when compared to adults and will have comparatively low detection sensitivities. Age-based effects are expected to be largest when using amplitude incorporating statistical indicators.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Participants

23 adults (21-27 years old, 20 females) and 21 infants (0.16-1.15 years; 11 females) were tested at Western University. All participants had no reported hearing loss, ear disease, or concerns about hearing status. A case-history and pure-tone audiometry screening procedure was completed on all adult participants to confirm normal hearing (< 20 dB HL) at octave and half-octave frequencies between 250 Hz-8000 Hz. All adult participants passed tympanometric testing to confirm normal middle-ear function. Infants underwent otoacoustic emissions screening and had previously passed a newborn hearing screening. All participants were monetarily compensated $10/hr for their time. Data reported in this study are a sub-set of the data reported in a study by Easwar and colleagues (2021).

2.2.2 Stimulus

A modified male-spoken speech token /susalji/ was used to elicit EFRs with eight carriers of low-, mid-, and high-frequency (Easwar et al., 2015; Easwar, Scollie, et al., 2020). The EFR carriers stimulate a frequency range that is functional for assessing objective hearing aid outcomes, spanning a frequency range similar to that of the commonly used Speech Intelligibility Index and Ling-6 sound tests (Easwar et al, 2020). The fricatives (/∫/, /s/) were both 100% amplitude modulated at 93.02 Hz and high-pass filtered at 3 kHz and 4 kHz, respectively. Both fricatives were maintained at their original root-mean-square
(RMS) level relative to the vowels and to each other. The vowels in the /susαi/ stimulus were altered to create two different fundamental frequencies in the same vowel. The natural fundamental frequency (f₀) was unmanipulated for frequency regions above the first formant (F2⁺; mid-frequency). The fundamental frequency for harmonics within and below the first formant (F1; low-frequency) were lowered by ~8.5 Hz relative to the natural f₀ of each vowel. The alteration of the fundamental frequency allowed for increased frequency specificity in responses while using the broadband /susαi/ signal (Easwar et al., 2020). A sound level meter (Bruel and Kjaer [B & K] Type 2250) in an ear simulator (B&K Type 4157) was used to calibrate the stimulus at an overall level of 65 dB SPL. The stimulus was presented monoaurally with no further individual ear-canal level corrections in the adult population. Each epoch was 1.003125 seconds in duration with each sweep consisting of 4 sequential epochs for a total sweep duration of 4.1045 seconds. The first half of the sweep was presented in one polarity and the second half was presented in the opposite polarity, where the stimulus was multiplied by -1. To account for the systematic increase in sound-level presented to the infant ears caused by their smaller occluded ear-canal volume relative to adults, the stimulus was corrected for the individual infant’s ear-canal acoustics using a level-independent acoustic transform known as the real-ear-to-coupler difference (RECD). The RECD is a transfer function used to convert the sound-pressure level (SPL) produced by the stimulus in a reference coupler to the SPL produced by the same stimulus in the individual’s ear canal (Bagatto et al., 2005; Moodie et al., 1994; Vaisberg et al., 2018). The RECD is most often completed in a frequency specific manner, however, for the current experiment, the broadband stimulus level was adjusted to present 65 dB SPL in the infant’s ear using a Tucker Davis Technologies PA-5 attenuator (Alachua, FL). The in-ear stimulus level was determined using the average level of three stimulus repetitions as measured by an ER-7C probe microphone system (Etymotic Research IL, USA). The probe-tube extended 3-4 mm beyond the termination of the pediatric foam tip (Bagatto et al., 2002; Sninger et al., 1997).
2.2.3 Procedure

Speech-evoked EFRs were measured for all participants using the following procedures. Following skin preparation, three disposable Medi-Trace Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed on the participants to record EEG responses to the monaurally presented stimulus. Ear selection was randomized (12 right ears in infants, 10 right ears in adults). EEG responses were recorded using a single-channel electrode montage with the non-inverting electrode placed on the forehead (Fz), inverting electrode on the ipsilateral mastoid and ground electrode placed on the lateral forehead. Electrode impedances measured before and after the EFR recording were below 5 kΩ with less than 2 kΩ between individual electrode impedances.

Adult participants were seated in a reclining chair in a double-walled sound booth and were instructed to relax, minimize movement as much as possible, and sleep if they were able. Infant participants were placed in a crib or in their parent’s arms in a double-walled sound booth. Testing in infants only began after the baby fell asleep, while adult testing began as soon as they were relaxed and resting. Both infant and adult testing sessions aimed for 450 sweeps (30.8 minutes). All adult sessions ended after 450 sweeps. The number of sweeps collected from infant participants varied, as testing was terminated if the participant woke up and was unable to sleep again. Analysis was completed offline using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA), and R (R Core Team, 2020). Rejection of muscle artifacts was completed on an individual basis using a noise metric computed as the average EEG amplitude between 80-240 Hz for each epoch, which was one-quarter of a sweep in duration. All epochs exceeding two standard deviations above the mean noise metric for each participant were rejected prior to the use of the statistical detection methods. The sweep containing a rejected epoch was also discarded, resulting in a variable number of usable sweeps across both adult (mean = 415, SD = 20, range = 360-435 sweeps) and infant (mean = 401, SD = 43.7, range = 285-435 sweeps) participants.

After artifact rejection and correcting for a 10 ms brainstem delay (Choi et al., 2013), EEG was evaluated using discrete Fourier transforms (DFT; Easwar et al., 2015; Easwar et al., 2020) and a Fourier analyzer (FA) for fricative and vowel elicited EFRs, respectively. Amplitude and phase parameters obtained for each sweep were used to
evaluate response presence at an alpha level of 0.05 for each of the statistical tests: Hotelling’s T², Magnitude-Square Coherence (MSC), Rayleigh, Rayleigh-Moore, and the F-test. Each participant was expected to have an EFR present for every carrier in the stimulus due to the suprathreshold presentation level. True positives were operationally defined as a statistically significant signal at the expected $f_0$ frequency of the carrier. Sensitivity, the proportion of correctly classified significant responses, was calculated using the ratio of significant EFR detections to the total number of expected true positives.

2.2.4 Statistical indicators

F-test: The F-test compares the power of the EEG at a stimulus’ $f_0$ to the average power of neighboring frequencies (Dobie & Wilson, 1996; Lins et al., 1996; Picton et al., 2003). The accuracy of the noise component of this measure is improved with an increasing number of frequency bins (Picton et al., 2003). However, EEG noise is not distributed evenly across frequencies. For an estimate of EEG noise to act as a valid representation of the noise component at the frequency of the EFR, it must be adequately close in frequency to the $f_0$ of the stimulus (Picton et al., 2003). The frequency resolution of our analysis depended on the reciprocal of stimulus duration, so EEG noise was estimated using 14 neighboring frequencies for the relatively long duration vowels, eight for /s/, and six for the relatively short duration /ʃ/. A response was considered present when its F-ratio exceeded the critical value for F with 2,2$x$ degrees of freedom, where $x$ is the number of adjacent frequencies used in the noise estimate.

Hotelling’s T²: The Hotelling’s T² is a multivariate analog of Student’s t test, where the expected value of all means is zero (Hotelling, 1931). The Hotelling’s T², like the Student’s t test, is a parametric statistic that assumes that both the amplitude and phase information follow a multivariate normal distribution. The Hotelling’s T² test has been used frequently in the literature for detection of EFRs, and other auditory evoked potentials (Cebulla et al., 2006; Easwar, Scollie, et al., 2020; Valdes, Jorge et al., 1997; Vanheusden et al., 2018; Victor, Jonathon & Mast, Joelle, 1991). The Hotelling’s T² statistic can be transformed into an F-ratio with 2 and n-2 degrees of freedom by
multiplication of the $T^2$ statistic with $(n - 2)/(2n - 2)$, where $n$ is the number of sweeps (Picton et al., 2003).

**Magnitude-Square Coherence:** The MSC is mathematically equivalent to the Circular $T^2$ test (Dobie & Wilson, 1993), a variant of the Hotelling’s $T^2$, that assumes the variance in the real and imaginary components of Fourier analysis are equivalent (Victor, Jonathon & Mast, Joelle, 1991). Using this assumption, the Circular $T^2$, and therefore MSC, is transformed as an F-ratio with 2 and 2n-2 degrees of freedom by multiplying the Circular $T^2$ statistic by $n$, where $n$ is the number of sweeps collected (Picton et al., 2003).

**Rayleigh Test:** The Rayleigh test is a non-parametric statistic that determines the distribution of phase estimated from each sweep, assessing whether it is uniform (Moore, 1980). The R-statistic is a measure of uniformity in the phase distribution bound between 0 and 1. As the variance in the response phase approaches 0 (i.e. all response phase measurements are the same), R approaches 1, indicating a stronger signal in the noise (Mardia & Jupp, 2009). The R statistic can be distributed as a Chi-square statistic with 2 degrees of freedom given $n$ sweeps where $\chi^2 = 2nR^2$ (Mardia & Jupp, 2009; Stapells et al., 1987).

**Rayleigh-Moore Test:** The Rayleigh-Moore test is an analogue of the Rayleigh test developed for use with weighted vector data to assess uniformity of the phase distribution (Moore, 1980). Each vector is a complex representation of the amplitude rank and phase estimated from a sweep. For EFRs, this means that phase values are weighted based on the rank of the vector length (spectral magnitude) of the response corresponding to each sweep. Unlike the other statistics being analyzed, to the knowledge of the authors it is not possible to transform the Rayleigh-Moore statistic into an F-ratio. Therefore, the significance of the Rayleigh-Moore statistic is instead tested against a critical value of the modified R statistic ($R^*$), which can be approximated by $R/n^{3/2}$ as the number of sweeps $n$ increases (Moore, 1980).
2.2.5 Evaluation of test performance

Using R (R Core Team, 2020) and lme4 (Bates et al., 2015), we constructed generalized logistic mixed-effects models to assess the relationship between statistical detection paradigm accuracy, testing duration, and EFR stimulus. Separate logistic regression models were constructed for infant and adult participants to simplify interpretation.

Effect of testing duration (continuous, minutes), EFR carrier (categorical: F1, F2+, fricative), and statistical indicator (categorical: F-test, Rayleigh-Moore test, Rayleigh test, Hotelling’s T², and MSC) with three-way interactions, were coded as fixed-effects. Random intercepts for participants and random slopes for both frequency of the stimulus and testing duration were incorporated into the model. All reported p-values were obtained using Wald Chi-square tests. Post-hoc testing was completed by comparing mean response accuracy for each factor adjusted for other variables’ estimated marginal means. Estimated marginal mean comparison was completed using the Emmeans package (Lenth, 2020) with Tukey honest significant difference (HSD) multiple comparison corrected p-values as necessary. Estimated marginal means are tested against the standard normal distribution, which is equivalent to obtaining p-values from a t-distribution with infinite degrees of freedom. Overall model fit was also assessed using Nakagawa’s pseudo-R² (Nakagawa & Schielzeth, 2013) in both populations.

2.3 Results

In infants, there were significant effects of statistical indicator, stimulus frequency, and test duration on speech-evoked EFR detection. These effects are visualized using the estimated sensitivity of each statistical indicator/frequency pairing across testing durations (Figure 2-1). The choice of statistical indicator significantly altered observed sensitivity of response detection ($\chi^2 = 217.82$, df = 4, $p < 0.001$). A significant three-way interaction between statistical indicator, test duration, and stimulus frequency was observed ($\chi^2 = 24.73$, df = 8, $p = 0.001$). This interaction indicates that the effects of statistical indicator on EFR detection is modulated by the frequency of the carrier and the duration of testing. That is, the benefit of additional testing duration is dependent on the statistical indicator used, the frequency of the stimulus being tested, and the interaction
between these variables. The effect of the statistical indicator interacted with the frequency of the stimulus ($\chi^2 = 74.81$, df = 8, $p < 0.001$), with the largest differences between statistical indicators being observed in vowel-elicited EFR detection. There was a significant difference in detection rates between EFR stimulus frequencies and testing duration ($\chi^2 = 33.19$, df = 4, $p < 0.001$), indicating that lower frequency stimuli require more time to be detected than higher frequency stimuli. Finally, there was a significant impact of stimulus frequency on detection sensitivity ($\chi^2 = 20.54$, df = 2, $p < 0.001$), with higher frequency stimuli having more sensitive and efficient detection of responses when compared to lower frequency stimuli.

The comparative sensitivities of different statistical indicators were assessed after 10, 20, and 30 minutes of usable (i.e. considering only retained sweeps) testing time (Table 2-1). The Rayleigh-Moore test, the ranked, non-parametric analogue of the Rayleigh test, had the greatest sensitivity across all EFR stimuli at 10, 20, and 30 minutes (Table 2-1) except for F1 stimuli after ten minutes of testing, where it performed insignificantly worse than the Rayleigh test. The Rayleigh test performed similarly to the Rayleigh-Moore statistic across all vowel-evoked responses and only marginally worse for fricative-evoked responses. In all conditions with greater than chance sensitivity, the improvement of the Rayleigh-Moore test was significant over the MSC for all stimuli, and over the F-test for all vowel stimuli. Rayleigh-Moore tests were also significantly better than the Hotelling’s $T^2$ statistic for all conditions except for F2+ stimuli at 10 and 30 minutes. The F-test performed poorly for vowel-elicited response detection, failing to significantly exceed chance detection for vowel stimuli after 30 minutes of testing.

Analyzing the model’s fit to the infant data, the Nakagawa Psuedo-$R^2$ for the fixed effects (test duration, frequency of stimulus, and statistical indicator) was 0.49. When accounting for the random effects of the model, the conditional pseudo-$R^2$ rose to 0.68, indicating a reasonably good fit of the total model to the experimental data.

In adults, the statistical indicator had a significant effect on EFR sensitivity ($\chi^2 = 2011.2$, df = 4, $p < 0.001$). A significant interaction was observed between the duration of testing and statistical indicator ($\chi^2 = 144.6$, df = 4, $p < 0.001$) and a three-way interaction
between the test duration, statistical indicator, and frequency of stimulus ($\chi^2 = 24.57$, df = 8, p = 0.002). These results are indicative of a complex relationship between the statistical indicator used, stimulus frequency and the benefit of increased test duration. In contrast to the infant group, the stimulus frequency was not found to be a significant predictor of overall detection sensitivity ($\chi^2 = 3.50$, df = 2, p = 0.17), nor was the interaction between stimulus frequency and duration of testing ($\chi^2 = 1.97$, df = 2, p = 0.37). Although both were not statistically significant, a modest descriptive trend of improved accuracy with higher frequency stimuli was observed, especially in phase-incorporating statistical indicators (Figure 2-2).

Statistical indicator sensitivity values were assessed for short (10 minute), mid (20 minute), and long (30 minute) testing durations (Table 2-2). Of note is the improved sensitivity of response detection using the F-test across all stimuli. This trend is particularly notable in vowel-elicited responses, where the F-test had the highest sensitivity during the first 10 minutes of testing. The Hotelling’s T$^2$ and MSC tests performed comparatively poorly in the adult population, with significantly lower sensitivity than the F-test throughout the duration of testing.

Analyzing the model’s fit to the adult data, the Nakagawa Psuedo-R$^2$ for the fixed effects (test duration, frequency of stimulus, and statistical indicator) was 0.33, indicating a modest fit of the fixed effects. When random effects were incorporated, the pseudo-R$^2$ value rose to 0.83, indicating a very good fit of the model to the data. The comparatively large improvement in model fit with the incorporation of random effects indicates a larger variation in expected response detection sensitivity based on the individual in adults than in infants.
Figure 2-1: Modelled sensitivity of EFR detection in infant participants for F1, F2+, and fricative stimuli across testing duration for each statistical indicator. Shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval of the sensitivity estimate for each test.
Table 2-1: Sensitivity of response detection in infant participants for F1, F2+, and fricative stimuli after 10, 20, and 30 minutes using each statistical indicator. The best performing indicator in each condition (row) is bolded. 95% confidence interval of sensitivity estimate is provided in brackets. Pairwise post-hoc comparisons to the best performing test were completed with asterisks denoting a significant decrease in sensitivity ($p < 0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F-Test</th>
<th>Hotelling $T^2$</th>
<th>Rayleigh-Moore Test</th>
<th>Rayleigh Test</th>
<th>MSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 minutes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>69% [54-81]$^*$</td>
<td>87% [78-93]$^*$</td>
<td><strong>94% [89-97]</strong></td>
<td>87% [78-93]$^*$</td>
<td>88% [80-94]$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20 minutes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2+</td>
<td>43% [34-54]$^*$</td>
<td>74% [65-81]$^*$</td>
<td><strong>79% [71-86]</strong></td>
<td>76% [67-83]</td>
<td>70% [60-78]$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>92% [84-96]</td>
<td>99% [97-100]$^*$</td>
<td><strong>100% [100-100]</strong></td>
<td>99% [98-100]$^*$</td>
<td>99% [97-99]$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30 minutes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>45% [28-63]$^*$</td>
<td>63% [44-78]$^*$</td>
<td><strong>77% [62-88]</strong></td>
<td>77% [61-88]</td>
<td>64% [45-79]$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2+</td>
<td>55% [40-69]$^*$</td>
<td>90% [84-95]</td>
<td><strong>94% [89-96]</strong></td>
<td>92% [85-95]</td>
<td>88% [79-93]$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>98% [96-99]$^*$</td>
<td>100% [100-100]$^*$</td>
<td><strong>100% [100-100]</strong></td>
<td>100% [100-100]$^*$</td>
<td>100% [100-100]$^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^*$ Significantly worse than the best performing indicator for this condition
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F-Test</th>
<th>Hotelling T²</th>
<th>Rayleigh-Moore Test</th>
<th>Rayleigh Test</th>
<th>MSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>77% [55-90]</td>
<td>42% [20-66]</td>
<td>64% [39-83]</td>
<td>60% [35-81]</td>
<td>39% [19-64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>94% [85-98]</td>
<td>92% [81-97]</td>
<td>96% [91-99]</td>
<td>97% [93-99]</td>
<td>89% [76-96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>93% [74-98]</td>
<td>77% [41-94]</td>
<td><strong>91% [69-98]</strong></td>
<td>91% [68-98]</td>
<td>75% [39-94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>100% [98-100]</td>
<td>100% [98-100]</td>
<td>100% [99-100]</td>
<td><strong>100% [100-100]</strong></td>
<td>99% [97-100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>98% [86-100]</td>
<td>94% [63-99]</td>
<td>99% [88-100]</td>
<td><strong>99% [89-100]</strong></td>
<td>94% [63-99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2+</td>
<td>99% [91-100]</td>
<td>98% [86-100]</td>
<td><strong>100% [97-100]</strong></td>
<td>99% [96-100]</td>
<td>97% [83-100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>100% [100-100]</td>
<td>100% [100-100]</td>
<td>100% [100-100]</td>
<td><strong>100% [100-100]</strong></td>
<td>100% [100-100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significantly worse than the best performing indicator for this condition

Table 2-2: Sensitivity of response detection in adult participants for F1, F2+, and fricative stimuli after 10, 20, and 30 minutes using each statistical indicator. The best performing indicator in each condition (row) is bolded. 95% confidence interval of sensitivity estimate is provided in brackets. Pairwise post-hoc comparisons to the best performing test were completed with asterisks denoting a significant decrease in sensitivity ($p < 0.05$). Determination of significance was completed on log-odds of detection, which asymptote at 100%. As a result, detection chance near 100% can be statistically significantly different even though detection rates may differ by less than 1%. 
Figure 2-2: Sensitivity of response detection in adult participants for F1, F2+, and fricative stimuli across testing duration for each statistical indicator. Shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval of the sensitivity estimate for each test.

2.3.1 Comparison between populations

As hypothesized, infants had comparable or lower overall sensitivity to response detection across all conditions (Figure 2-3). The magnitude of the differences in sensitivities was largest for the vowel elicited EFRs, which was expected given the relatively accurate detection of responses elicited by the fricatives which were higher frequency stimuli. The F-test exhibited the largest differences between adult and infant detection sensitivities, with generally less than chance detection rates in the infant population. Notably, to approach comparative sensitivities to those for adults, longer testing durations were necessary in the infant population for vowel stimuli regardless of statistical indicator used.
Figure 2-3: Comparison of modelled response detection sensitivity between populations. Columns are separated by the statistical indicator used, while the rows are split by stimulus type. Shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval of the sensitivity estimate for the population.

2.3.2 Minimum testing duration for clinical benefit

Minimum testing time required for potential clinical benefit was determined by identifying sensitivities that were significantly greater than chance – those with 95% confidence intervals falling above 50%. If testing durations do not exceed these minimums, it cannot be determined that the presence of a response at a given time is greater than chance. The minimum testing time necessary for sensitivities to meet this criterion was dependent on the statistical indicator implemented (Table 2-3). Furthermore, the minimum testing time decreased as the frequency of the stimulus increased in both populations. Minimum testing times in infants for F2+ and fricative elicited responses fell within 5 minutes of minimum testing times in adults for all indicators other than the F-test. Larger differences were observed for low-frequency F1 stimuli. Importantly, for the F-test in infants, the minimum testing time necessary for better-than-random response detection in vowel elicited stimuli exceeded maximum testing durations employed in this study. This indicates the F-test may not be clinically feasible as a statistical indicator in an infant population. Two other tests, the Hotelling’s T² test and the MSC test, also exceeded maximum testing durations employed in this...
study. However, they were only over the maximum by less than 5 minutes each, and thus may still prove clinically feasible.

| Estimated test duration (minutes) for significantly higher than 50% sensitivity |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
|                            | F1                      | F2+                      | Fricative                  |
| Function                   | adults | infants | adults | infants | adults | infants |
| F-Test                     | 8     | 73*     | 4      | 45*     | 3      | 9       |
| Hotelling T²               | 25     | 33*     | 15     | 15      | 5      | 5       |
| Rayleigh-Moore Test        | 14     | 26      | 9      | 13      | 3      | 4       |
| Rayleigh Test              | 15     | 26      | 11     | 14      | 4      | 5       |
| MSC                        | 25     | 32*     | 16     | 16      | 6      | 5       |

*Extrapolated from model, exceeded maximum testing duration

Table 2-3: Minimum test duration necessary for better than chance sensitivity using each statistical indicator for both infants and adults across low- (F1), mid- (F2+), and high-frequency (fricative) EFR stimuli. Asterisks denote that the minimum testing duration exceeded the testing duration of the current experiment. Lower durations indicate greater efficiency.

### 2.4 Discussion

The current study had two main objectives. Firstly, the sensitivity of statistical indicators used for objective response detection in infants was assessed. Secondly, the sensitivity of EFR detection between infants and adults was compared. The principal findings in the study were: (1) the statistical indicator has a significant impact on EFR detection in both infants and adults; (2) infants required longer testing durations to achieve an acceptable level of sensitivity when compared to adults, especially for low-frequency stimuli and with statistics that do not explicitly incorporate response phase into detection. Consequently, choosing one indicator over another can have a significant effect on the overall accuracy and duration of testing needed for response detection, both of which are important in a clinical setting. This effect was present in both infants and adults.
In infants, the F-test performed poorly, failing to detect responses with accuracy significantly greater than chance for all vowel stimuli. In comparison, the Rayleigh-Moore and Rayleigh tests, had the best performance across all stimuli, with the Hotelling’s $T^2$ and MSC statistics performing better than the F-test, but worse than the Rayleigh and Rayleigh-Moore tests.

In adults, the F-test performed well across stimuli, as did the Rayleigh-Moore and Rayleigh tests when test duration exceeded about 10 minutes for vowels. In both populations, Hotelling’s $T^2$ and MSC performed significantly worse than the best performing statistical indicators in most conditions, indicating that the use of either of these statistics in speech-evoked EFR detection may not be preferred. The decreased accuracy of the Hotelling’s $T^2$ and MSC may be caused by a deviation from perfectly random background EEG amplitudes at the response frequency, an assumption of both statistical indicators. Deviations in this assumption may lead to decreased sensitivity when compared to tests that do not incorporate amplitude and those that do not rely on such assumptions (Dobie & Wilson, 1994; Lachaux et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 2013).

Previous research on statistical indicator performance of tone-evoked EFR detection has shown that indicators using phase and amplitude have shown comparable performance to those that use only amplitude or only phase in an adult population (Picton et al., 1987; Valdes et al., 1997; Dobie, Wilson, 1994). For speech-evoked EFR, results on statistical indicators have been mixed, with some studies indicating an improvement in F-test performance over phase-incorporating statistics (Aiken and Picton, 2006) and others indicating the opposite (Vanheusdan et al., 2019, Easwar 2020). Differences between speech-evoked EFR studies, such as testing duration, stimuli, and EFR estimation technique (DFT vs. FA) makes direct comparison between studies difficult and may alter EFR estimates. Furthermore, work on statistical indicator accuracy has primarily been completed in adults rather than in infants. Previous results regarding statistical indicator accuracy in adults may not generalize accurately to an infant population. Based on the current findings, there is a significant and complex difference in response detection between populations.
The comparison of the sensitivity of EFR detection between infants and adults demonstrated that decreased sensitivity in infant populations was dependent on statistical indicator, the frequency of the stimulus, and the interaction between these factors. Notably, the F-test exhibited a much larger difference in sensitivity over time between adult and infant population for all stimuli. However, regardless of the statistical indicator used, infants generally required more testing time to achieve the same sensitivity of detection as in adults. It is well known that characteristics and detection of the speech-evoked EFR differ between infants and adults, which is in agreement with the decreased sensitivity in infants (Easwar et al., 2020; Van Dyke et al., 2017, Savio et al., 2001). This decreased sensitivity has been mainly attributed to decreased amplitude rather than phase locking differences between populations (Easwar et al., in review; Lins et al., 1996; Van Dyke et al., 2017). The F-test uses only the response amplitude with an implicit dependence on intertrial reliability (John & Purcell, 2008; Lins et al., 1996; Picton et al., 2003), whereas other statistical indicators explicitly make use of phase information. Indicators that used phase showed much smaller effects of population on overall sensitivity, providing further evidence that amplitude primarily differed between populations. However, all differences cannot be attributed to the spectral magnitude. The Rayleigh test, which does not use the spectral magnitude information, also showed an effect of the population on overall sensitivity. Decreased sensitivity in the Rayleigh test suggests a difference in phase coherence values in infants, albeit a smaller effect than the observed decrease in other statistics likely caused by amplitude differences.

Additionally, there are other benefits to using the Rayleigh test. Statistics that incorporate amplitude information may introduce potential confounds caused by frequency-specific noise when response amplitude is used for response detection (Zhu et al., 2013). The Rayleigh test does not use amplitude information (Picton et al., 2003; Stapells et al., 1987), which may improve validity in comparisons of EFR responses between multiple frequency conditions (Zhu et al., 2013). Consequently, the current results support the use of the Rayleigh test for speech-evoked EFR response detection. However, a clinically important difference was noted between infants and adults regardless of statistical indicator used: minimum testing duration.
In the current work, infants required longer testing durations for comparable accuracy to adults. This effect is greater for low frequency stimuli, where even the best performing statistical indicators require almost twice as long to reach significantly non-random sensitivities (Table 2-3). Even with the comparatively long testing duration, meaningful response detection was observed in less than 30 minutes of testing across all speech-evoked EFR stimuli, including low-frequencies. For hearing losses requiring aided objective outcome validation in only mid- and/or higher frequencies, highly sensitive results can be obtained in less time when compared to those requiring validation in low frequencies, decreasing the necessary testing duration (Table 2-1). For example, in an infant population assessed by the Rayleigh-Moore statistic, 20 minutes of testing would likely be sufficient for the validation of a mid-to-high frequency hearing loss. This test duration would provide approximately 100% sensitivity in fricative elicited responses and 79% sensitivity in F2+ responses. If low-frequency, F1 stimuli need to be validated, a testing duration of 20 minutes would provide no significant clinical benefit, with a sensitivity of 53% (CI95 = 37-68%). A minimum of 26 minutes is necessary for the /susa∫i/ stimulus using the Rayleigh-Moore test to gain significant benefit in F1 stimulus testing. After 30 minutes of testing, the Rayleigh-Moore test yielded an F1 stimulus detection sensitivity of 77% (CI95 = 62-88%). The minimum testing duration necessary accounts for the length of the /susa∫i/ stimulus, however, the actual stimulation and measurement duration for each individual phoneme is significantly shorter. Although untested in the current study, adjustments to the stimulus to remove detected phonemes is expected to save measurement time for undetected phonemes, further decreasing the necessary testing duration.

2.5 Conclusion

For EFR to be incorporated into a clinical workflow as an objective hearing aid outcome measure, efficient and sensitive response detection is needed for both infants and adults. Speech-evoked EFR detection sensitivity is dependent on the statistical indicator used, the stimulus, and the age of the participant. There are significant differences in EFR detection sensitivity between infant and adult populations that are modulated by the statistical indicator used. Amplitude-based indicators show a larger effect of population
and perform relatively poorly in an infant population. By assessing the sensitivity of response detection in infants and adults given a variable testing time, the current study has shown that using the Rayleigh test or Rayleigh-Moore test for speech-evoked EFR detection provide highly sensitive speech-evoked EFR response detection in under 30 minutes of testing.
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Chapter 3

3 Thévenin-equivalent source parameter reliability: intra- and inter-sessional effects on stimulus level calibration and wideband reflectance

3.1 Introduction

Accurate sound level calibration of acoustic stimuli in the human ear is necessary for almost every measurement in audiology. From diagnostic tests to hearing aid fittings, determination of the sound level presented to the individual’s auditory system is a component of test accuracy. Measurements calibrated in-situ using forward-pressure level (FPL) and integrated pressure level (IPL) provide better accuracy than SPL-calibration (Lewis et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014) and provide a robust wideband acoustic immittance (WAI) measurement of middle ear-function. FPL, IPL and WAI measures all rely on accurate determination of the transducer’s effects on the stimulus, which are determined prior to testing using a technique known as Thévenin-equivalent source-parameter calibration (Voss & Allen, 1994). Source parameter calibration has been completed at least once daily in WAI studies (Rosowski et al., 2012; Shahnaz et al., 2009; Voss & Allen, 1994) and in studies that analyze IPL or FPL calibrated stimuli (Boothalingam et al., 2018; Burke et al., 2010; Richmond et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2010; Withnell et al., 2009). Daily source parameter calibration may present a barrier to the incorporation of WAI, IPL and/or FPL into a clinical workflow given the additional clinical time necessary for the calibration procedure. Ensuring reliability in WAI, IPL, and FPL clinical measurements while decreasing the need for frequent calibrations may improve clinical uptake of these tests. The reliability of source parameter calibration, and the impact on FPL, IPL, and WAI reliability is explored in the current study.

---

3.1.1 Calibration methods: ear canal sound pressure level

The stimulus level presented to the auditory system may be calibrated using coupler-referenced sound level. Calibrating the level of the output in a coupler does not account for the unique acoustic properties of an individual’s peripheral auditory system (Chan & Geisler, 1990; Gilman & Dirks, 1986; Voss et al., 2000; Voss & Herrmann, 2005) which results in up to 40 dB of inter-subject variability in adult ear canals, measured in SPL (Saunders & Morgan, 2003; Valente et al., 1994, 1997). To account for this inter-subject variability, the sound level measurement can be performed in the individual’s ear canal. Ear canal sound level measurement can be performed distal to the eardrum using a probe-housed microphone, such as for otoacoustic emissions (Siegel, 2007), or using a probe-tube microphone placed close to the eardrum, such as for hearing aid verification (Mueller, 2001).

The sound level at the microphone is used as an estimate of the sound level entering the auditory system. However, at high frequencies, the sound-field in the ear canal is non-uniform due to the interaction of forward and reflected waves. Interference from the reflected wave results in measurement errors up to 20 dB along the length of the ear canal (Siegel, 1994; Stinson & Lawton, 1989). The distance between the microphone and the eardrum is inversely related to the frequency of the standing wave. Measurements made by relatively distal microphones housed in the transducer result in measurement errors above 2 kHz (Lapsley Miller et al., 2018). Placing a probe-tube near the eardrum, as done in hearing aid verification, shifts the reflected wave interference to a frequency above 4 kHz (McCreery et al., 2009). Although the accuracy and reliability of probe-tube microphone measurements are excellent below 4 kHz, the accuracy and reliability of the measures decrease at higher frequencies (Vaisberg et al., 2016, 2018). Accuracy in probe-tube measurements requires accurate probe-tube placement (Vaisberg et al., 2016), so may be dependent upon clinician skill and training. Furthermore, while the probe-tube measurement mitigates standing wave errors at frequencies below 4 kHz, standing wave errors remain at higher frequencies, particularly at 8 kHz and higher. As a result, probe-tube measurements cannot fully eliminate standing wave interference effects.
3.1.2 Calibration methods: alternatives to ear canal SPL

Recent studies have shown that estimating sound levels in the ear from a remote pressure response measurement (i.e. from the sound-source itself) using a source parameter calibrated transducer is more accurate than using measurements of ear canal SPL. This is due to the elimination of standing wave errors from the measurement (Farmer-Fedor & Rabbitt, 2002; Keefe & Schairer, 2011; McCreery et al., 2009). Using the transducer’s source parameters, it is possible to measure stimuli in terms of only the forward-moving pressure level (FPL), or the integrated pressure level (IPL). FPL is a measurement of only the forward-moving sound-wave component without any interaction of the reflected sound-wave (Scheperle et al., 2008). IPL describes the sound-pressure level present at the termination of a cylindrical cavity, where forward and reflected sound-waves interact perfectly in-phase. For measurements in the ear canal, this means the IPL measured by the probe will be an estimate of the SPL measured by a microphone at the eardrum (Lewis et al., 2009; Scheperle et al., 2011). Measuring ear canal stimulus level using either FPL or IPL has a number of advantages over SPL-based approaches. FPL and IPL measures eliminate standing wave interference, do not require highly skilled probe placements, account for transducer effects, and provide better accuracy even at extended high frequencies (Scheperle et al., 2008, 2011; Souza et al., 2014). Additionally, these in-situ measurements yield the wideband acoustic immittance (WAI), providing information about the individual’s middle ear that shows promise as a means of identifying various middle ear pathologies, including otitis media, and conductive hearing losses (Beers et al., 2010; Feeney et al., 2009; Hunter et al., 2010; Keefe et al., 2000; Nakajima et al., 2013; Voss et al., 2012).

Although source parameter calibration is a relatively quick procedure (< 5 minutes), there are currently no guidelines for how frequently calibration needs to be completed or the effect that source parameter reliability may have on clinical measurements of FPL, IPL and WAI. In the present study, we assess the intra-session and inter-session reliability of source parameter calibration and the effect of variation on stimulus calibration and WAI measurements in an adult human ear and a reference coupler, by repeating calibration and WAI measures every day for 30 consecutive days.
3.2 Thevenin-equivalent source parameter calibration

3.2.1 Source parameter derivation

Source parameter calibration requires multiple (generally four) calibration cavities with known dimensions (Allen, 1986; Keefe et al., 1992). These cavities are generally tubes made of metal, such as stainless steel or copper, and are closed at one end with a right angle. A specific measurement is made in each cavity, and the resulting data are used to obtain the transducer’s source parameters: the source pressure ($P_{src}$) and source impedance ($Z_{src}$). The source parameters estimate the transducer’s effect on the stimulus independent of the cavity it is measuring, which allows for the conversion of subsequent pressure response measurements into individualized in-situ FPL and/or IPL measures for unknown cavities including ear canals. While probe-tube measurements quantify the acoustic effects of an individual’s ear canal independent of the stimulus, the transducer’s source parameters quantify the transducer’s acoustic effects independent of the ear or cavity it will be stimulating.

To begin source parameter calibration, each cavity’s length and radius must be known to calculate the characteristic impedance and the ideal acoustic impedance of each cavity (Nørgaard et al., 2017). The characteristic impedance ($Z_0$) of the cavity is the resistance the introduced sound would encounter if it were to pass through an infinitely long tube with the same radius as the cavity being measured. The $Z_0$ is a frequency-independent property of each cavity. Mathematically, this is calculated as (Keefe, 1984):

$$Z_0 = \frac{\rho c}{\pi r^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where cavity radius ($r$; 0.2 cm for cavities used in this study), a constant for the density of air ($\rho$; approximately 1.225 kg/m$^3$), and speed of sound ($c$; approximately 344 m/s) are known. In contrast, the ideal acoustic impedance ($Z_{cav}$) is the resistance the introduced sound is expected to encounter in the acoustic cavity. The acoustic impedance and each subsequent measure introduced in this section are functions of frequency and are calculated separately for each analyzed frequency, although not explicitly denoted. Using
the characteristic impedance, the ideal acoustic impedance ($Z_{cav}$) of each calibration cavity can be calculated (Scheperle et al., 2008):

$$Z_{cav} = -jZ_0 \cot(\Gamma l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where j is the imaginary unit vector (used to represent a 90° phase shift between $Z_0$ and $Z_{cav}$), l is the length of the calibration cavity (1.2-2.0cm in this study), $\Gamma$ is the wave-propagation constant (the frequency dependent phase change per unit length along the tube; calculated in Keefe 1984), and cot is the trigonometric function cotangent. Pressure measurements are then made in each cavity ($P_{cav}$) using a probe containing the stimulus transducer and a microphone. The calculated $Z_{cav}$ relates the pressure response measured in each cavity ($P_{cav}$) to the transducer’s source pressure ($P_{src}$) and source impedance ($Z_{src}$) by (Scheperle et al., 2008):

$$\frac{P_{src}}{Z_{src} + Z_{cav}} = \frac{P_{cav}}{Z_{cav}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

With the analytically determined $Z_{cav}$ and the corresponding measurement of $P_{cav}$ for each of the four calibration cavities, we can isolate $P_{src}$ and $Z_{src}$ to solve for the transducer’s source parameters by minimizing error between the theoretical pressure calculated using coupler dimensions and the pressure measurement made by the probe (Allen, 1986; Neely, Gorga 1998; Scheperle et al., 2008).

Traditionally, error minimization is the final step of the calibration procedure; the values of $P_{src}$ and $Z_{src}$ are used for IPL calibration and WAI measurement. However, the present study uses an updated calibration procedure introduced by Nørgaard and colleagues (2017) that applies further analytical corrections for evanescent (non-propagating) sound waves caused by the geometrical discontinuity at the transducer-cavity coupling location (i.e. the change in tube diameter at the probe tip; Huang et al., 2000; Keefe et al., 1993). These evanescent waves are present at the transducer, but decay exponentially and do not contribute to the sound level at the termination of the cavity (or at the eardrum). Evanescent wave effects are minimized and reliable transducer placement in the calibration cavities is ensured by using small diameter cavities that couple directly to the
transducer without a plastic (or foam) tip. A direct coupling to smaller calibration cavities minimizes effects of evanescent waves and improves accuracy in high frequency calibration (Nørgaard et al., 2017).

3.2.2 Ear canal stimulus level measurement

Once source parameter calibration is complete, the transducer can be used to measure the IPL and WAI of acoustic loads (i.e. ear canals, other couplers) with unknown dimensions. Both IPL and WAI measurements are derived from the individual’s acoustic impedance \( Z_{ec} \) (Souza et al., 2014). \( Z_{ec} \) is calculated using:

\[
Z_{ec} = \frac{Z_{src} P_{meas}}{P_{src} - P_{meas}} \tag{3.5}
\]

where \( P_{meas} \) is the wideband pressure response measurement made in the ear canal or unknown acoustic cavity of interest. Using the individual’s acoustic impedance \( Z_{ec} \) and an estimate of the ear’s characteristic impedance \( Z_0 \) (where \( Z_0 = \frac{\rho c}{\pi f^2} \)), the pressure reflectance of the acoustic load can be calculated (Souza et al., 2014):

\[
R_{ec} = \frac{Z_{ec} - Z_0}{Z_{ec} + Z_0} \tag{3.6}
\]

The value of the \( Z_0 \) can be either estimated using the average adult ear, as in the current study, or can be determined in the individual by iteratively adjusting the \( Z_0 \) value used for \( Z_{ec} \) calculation. Ear canal sizes differ significantly between individuals; the smaller the ear canal, the larger the characteristic impedance. For an individual measurement, the \( Z_0 \) iteration that minimizes the calculated value of \( Z_{ec} \) at time \( t = 0 \), referred to as the surge impedance, will accurately estimate \( Z_0 \) of the ear canal at the location of the probe (Rasetshwane & Neely, 2011). While individualized \( Z_0 \) measurement improves FPL/IPL accuracy (Schepeler et al., 2011; Souza et al., 2014), any error introduced by the current study’s approach using the average adult canal radius will be constant across all calibration trials. Because this will be equally present across all calibration trials, source calibration variability on WAI, IPL and FPL measurement are not expected to be significantly impacted.
With an estimate of $R_{ec}$, we can determine the proportion of the measured sound level ($P_{meas}$) that is moving toward the eardrum/cavity termination without reflected wave interference – the forward pressure level ($P_{FPL}$; Scheperle et al., 2011):

$$P_{FPL} = \frac{P_{meas}}{1 + R_{ec}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

The $P_{FPL}$ is measured in micro-Pascals and is convertible to dB SPL re 20 $\mu$Pa (Lapsley Miller et al., 2018). When assessing $P_{FPL}$ using decibels, we refer to the measurement as FPL. We can also determine the proportion of the total sound level reflected back towards the transducer ($P_{RPL}$; Scheperle et al., 2011):

$$P_{RPL} = P_{meas} - P_{FPL} = R_{ec}P_{FPL}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

The forward-pressure level has been shown to be more accurate than eardrum SPL estimated by conventional probe-tube measurements in real ears (McCreery et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014). At low frequencies, FPL is approximately 6 dB less than the SPL, but as wavelength decreases at higher frequencies, the conversion between FPL and SPL differs based on the individual’s middle-ear status, residual ear canal space, and the probe placement. Integrated pressure level (IPL) measurement has the same benefits as FPL: no standing wave contamination and more accurate than probe-tube microphone measures (Lewis et al., 2009). IPL also benefits from its conceptual equivalence to eardrum SPL (Lewis et al., 2009; Scheperle et al., 2011),

$$|P_{IPL}| = |P_{FPL}| + |P_{RPL}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

$P_{IPL}$ amplitudes can also be converted to dB SPL. These are referred to as IPL, which are the same as eardrum SPL.

### 3.2.3 Wideband acoustic immittance measurement

The pressure reflectance of the ear canal $R_{ec}$ as calculated by equation 6 above is directly used in the derivation of the wideband acoustic immittance measurement of power absorbance (A) and power reflectance for middle ear diagnostics ($\mathcal{R}$). The power reflectance is the square of the pressure reflectance $R_{ec}$ and has no phase angle. Power
Reflectance is constant along the ear canal and is of magnitude between 0 and 1. The power reflectance therefore has a simple interpretation as the percentage of power reflected by the eardrum of the individual and provides an assessment of middle ear function (Rosowski & Wilber, 2015). The same measurement can be considered as the power absorbed using the term power absorbance (A). There is a direct, inverse relationship between power reflectance and power absorbance, with both values calculated from a measurement of the pressure reflectance (Neely et al., 2013):

\[ A = 1 - |R_{ec}|^2 \text{ or } R = |R_{ec}|^2 \]  

The current study considers the effects of the source parameter calibration on WAI measurements through the effects on power reflectance, however, these could also be described using the power absorbance (A).

### 3.3 Methods

#### 3.3.1 Calibration

Source parameter calibration was completed daily 30 consecutive days for the inter-session calibration condition. Each measurement was completed in a quiet room. The testing room was not climate controlled, and small variations in temperature and humidity were expected as the weather fluctuated. On day 31, an additional 31 calibration measurements were made for the intra-session calibration condition. During each calibration, the frequency-specific source parameter calculations (\(P_{src}\) and \(Z_{src}\)) were recorded. All measurements were made using a commercially available Interacoustics Titan probe (Interacoustics A/S, Middelfart, Denmark). Reported measurements were made using a custom-written MATLAB (version 2020a, MathWorks) script to control the Interacoustics Research Platform.

The current study used four commercially available calibration cavities (Interacoustics A/S, Middelfart, Denmark) with a constant radius of 0.2 cm and lengths of 1.2, 1.45, 1.75, and 2.0 cm. The radius was chosen to minimize the effect of non-propagating waves on the calibration procedure (Nørgaard et al., 2017) and cavity lengths were chosen to minimize the measurement error caused by overlapping impedance.
extrema (Schepel et al., 2011). The calibration procedure used in the current study was introduced by Nørgaard and colleagues in 2017, as reviewed above.

Calibration cavity pressure responses were measured using a wideband click (226Hz–8000Hz) stimulus with rate of 21 clicks per second calibrated to 96 dB peak-to-peak equivalent SPL as measured by a microphone (Brüel and Kjaer Type 4192) in an ear simulator (B&K Type 4157). For the calibration of the click, the Titan transducer was coupled flush to the ear simulator opening using an ER38-14A small foam insert. The B&K type 4192 microphone was connected to a Brüel and Kjær Nexus conditioning amplifier set to 316 milliVolts/Pascal. The amplifier was connected to a USBPre 2 external soundcard (Sound Devices, WI, United States) set to full-scale connected to SpectraPLUS software (Pioneer Hill Software, WA, United States). All measurements are referenced to a SpectraPLUS calibration file recorded using a Brüel and Kjær type 4231 calibrator which output a 94 dB SPL tone at 1 kHz. Source parameter calibration cavity measurements were completed using thirty-two 1024-sample blocks, which were averaged together to reduce measurement noise. The average waveforms were then analyzed using a Fourier transform with sampling frequency of 22050 Hz to determine the pressure response of each cavity.

3.3.2 Experimental measurement

Using the calibrated transducer, the pressure response in one adult male ear canal was completed. The participant had no occluding earwax and had normal middle-ear function, determined by falling within the normative wideband acoustic immittance region measured by an Interacoustics Titan transducer (Kenny, 2011). Experimental measurements were completed with the same click stimulus as described in the calibration measurements and waveforms were filtered into 1/3rd octave bands from 250 through 8000 Hz.

3.3.3 Analysis

Analysis was completed offline using a custom-written MATLAB script. All 61 (30 intersession condition; 31 intrasession condition) source parameter values were paired with a single pressure response of the ear to determine the sound level referenced in FPL,
IPL and the individual’s power reflectance (equations 5-10). The characteristic impedance of the ear was calculated using an estimated radius of 4 mm. This radius was used to calculate the characteristic impedance for all subjects in many early FPL studies (Scheperle et al., 2011). The current study did not account for the individual’s deviation from the average characteristic impedance, which has been shown to reduce error in FPL, IPL, and WAI measurement (Rasetshwane & Neely 2011; Scheperle et al., 2011). Although the individual’s deviation from average characteristic impedance will change the absolute magnitude of IPL, FPL, and WAI, it will not significantly alter the relative changes in the measurements caused by source parameter differences. By using only one pressure response measurement in the ear, we isolated any changes in FPL, IPL, and WAI to differences in source parameter calibration rather than to the in-ear measurement itself.

Using R (R core team, 2020) and the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015), we created multiple fixed-effect linear models to assess the relationship between the calibration and the resulting IPL, FPL, and WAI in a male adult ear. Frequency and day of calibration are entered into the model as fixed effects (with interaction). Inspection of residual plots did not indicate obvious deviations from normality or homoskedasticity. All reported p-values were obtained by likelihood ratio (LRT) tests of the full model with the effect of interest against the model without the effect included.

Intra-session reliability was determined by differences in pairs of consecutive calibrations done on the final day. Each of the 31 calibrations were compared to the calibration completed immediately prior and the test-retest difference was calculated across all frequencies. A comparison to a pre-determined cut-off of clinical significance was also completed.

3.3.4 Clinical significance of variation

Different tests have different requirements for calibration precision and measurement reliability. Across audiometry, hearing aid verification, or otoacoustic emission testing, the acceptable test-retest reliability differs across both test and frequency of interest. For example, in hearing aid verification, the probe-tube microphone needs to be placed near
the eardrum to prevent changes in measurement exceeding 2 dB and requires probe-tube microphone calibration accuracy within 3 dB (ANSI, S3.46-2013). Other stimulus level measurements also require high precision, with Class 1 sound level meters requiring precision within ±1 dB. To avoid affecting any clinical decisions, the variation caused by source-parameter calibration should be less than the minimum acceptable variation of the tests that depend on it. Stimulus level measurement can require accuracy as precise as ±1 dB, as outlined above. As a result, we applied a cut-off for clinically significant changes caused by source parameter calibration differences as any change greater than 1 dB

Similarly, changes in WAI measurements caused by test-retest differences in source parameter calibration should fall below the minimum intra-subject reliability of the measurement. Work on intra-subject reliability has shown standard deviations of over 2.5% across all frequencies, with decreasing reliability in the high frequency range (Abur et al., 2014; Rosowski et al., 2012). A conservative cut-off of 2.5% across all frequencies was used in this study. Any change greater than 2.5% at any frequency was considered to be a clinically significant difference and would indicate a meaningful change in value between measurements.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Inter-session source parameter calibration reliability

Source parameter calibration resulted in a systematic, though not clinically relevant, deviation from baseline over a one-month period for IPL and FPL measurements (Figure 3-1, top and middle rows). Generally, the absolute magnitude of change increased with frequency. Frequencies at or above 4 kHz showed the largest change. The effect of source parameter deviation was statistically significant in IPL determination ($\chi^2_{16} = 51.65, p = 0.001$) and FPL determination ($\chi^2_{16} = 248.73, p < 0.001$). There was also a significant interaction of source parameter change with frequency for both IPL ($\chi^2_{15} = 33.51, p = 0.004$) and FPL ($\chi^2_{15} = 141.53, p < 0.001$), indicating that the effect depends on frequency. For IPL measurement, the largest changes occurred in the 5000 Hz frequency band, with a weekly change in IPL of 0.048 dB/week (CI$_{95}$ = 0.021-0.075; Figure 3-2A). For FPL measurement, the largest change occurred in the 6300 Hz frequency band, with a
weekly change in FPL of 0.075 dB/week (CI<sub>95</sub> = 0.040-0.109; Figure 3-2A). The deviation caused by source parameter calibration for ear canal stimulus level measurements was not clinically significant, falling far below the set cut-off of 1 dB at all tested frequencies.

When analyzing the power reflectance for wideband acoustic immittance (WAI) testing, a systematic source parameter change was also observed (Figure 3-2B, right panel). Given that power reflectance is measured on a linear, percentage-based scale rather than logarithmically using dB, the effect of the inter-session source parameter differences was relatively large when compared to the effect that the same difference had on the ear canal stimulus level measurement. The power reflectance measurement was significantly altered by the day that the calibration took place (χ²<sub>16</sub> = 383.00, p < 0.001). As expected, the effect of inter-session source parameter differences also had a significant interaction with frequency (χ²<sub>15</sub> = 291.15, p < 0.001). The largest effect was seen in the high frequencies, where power reflectance changed by as much as 2.0% (CI<sub>95</sub> = 1.54-2.46%) per week (Figure 3-2, rightmost panel). This effect of weekly source parameter differences did not exceed the cut-off for a clinically meaningful change at any frequency. However, calibrations completed more than a week apart introduced the potential for clinically significant systematic error, especially in the high frequency range.
Figure 3-1: Absolute deviation in FPL, IPL, and power reflectance from first day results at all audiometric frequencies. A clinically meaningful difference is indicated by a dotted line at every 1 dB for FPL and IPL and every 0.025 unit (2.5%) change for power reflectance.
Figure 3-2: Weekly change for in-ear stimulus measurement (A) and power reflectance (B) caused by source parameter calibration differences. Points indicate the regression coefficient for the weekly change, with 95% confidence intervals (±2*SE) visualized.

3.4.2 Cross-sectional source parameter calibration reliability

Intra-session test-retest reliability of source parameter calibration yielded no clinically significant differences for any calibration trial at any frequency across all ear canal stimulus measurements (Figure 3-3, Panel A and B). A general trend of decreasing reliability with increasing frequency occurred for both IPL and FPL measurements, however, even the most extreme outlier across both FPL and IPL measurements had a test-retest difference magnitude of less than 0.2 dB.

Similarly, the high source parameter calibration reliability resulted in no clinically significant variation in power reflectance measurements (Panel C of Figure 3-3). Unexpectedly, there was no clear decrease in test-retest reliability with increasing frequency. The median test-retest difference was numerically lower in many of the high-frequency bands.
With no individual test-retest difference falling above the clinically significant cut-off, it is unlikely that intra-session source parameter recalibration will alter wideband acoustic immittance or ear canal stimulus-level measurements in any meaningful way.

**Figure 3-3: Distribution of absolute values for intra-session test-retest differences in IPL (A), FPL (B), and power reflectance (C) calculations caused by source parameter calibration differences.** Values were averaged across 1/3 octave bands. The transducer was re-inserted between each calibration procedure. The clinically significant cut-off is denoted by a dotted line at 1 dB (A, B) and 2.5% (C). The boxes indicate interquartile range which is the range between 25-75th percentile values with the median marked by a horizontal line. The error-bars extend to 1.5 * IQR and individual outliers are represented by single points.

### 3.5 Discussion/Conclusion

This work provides preliminary information about the impact of time on the reliability of IPL and/or FPL calibration. Overall, the results suggest that weekly calibration provides sufficient reliability across all three clinical measurements analyzed while minimizing the need for repeated calibration of source parameters. Although there is a statistically significant change in source parameters over time, the recommended time interval
necessary for recalibration may vary with the purpose and type of measurement. If only stimulus level determination using FPL or IPL is required, the inter-sessional differences are small enough that calibrating monthly may not produce clinically meaningful differences in measured ear canal stimulus levels. A significant benefit of using a source parameter-based ear canal stimulus level measurement (i.e. IPL, FPL) is the simultaneous middle-ear assessment. Given the comparatively large, albeit clinically small, effect of source parameter changes in high frequencies of WAI measurement, the results indicate that if WAI measurement is expected to be completed, weekly calibration may be sufficient to ensure consistent results over time.

A limitation of the current study is that it was completed within a single ear using the same equipment over time and completed with the same operator. The generalizability of these results to other equipment, to multiple instances of the same model of equipment, and across operators and patients could be investigated in future.
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Chapter 4

4 Measurement of hearing aid tubing length using a wideband stimulus

4.1 Introduction

Measurement of the sound level produced in an individual’s ear is a crucial step in hearing aid verification. The acoustic variability of ear canals can transform a signal such that the overall sound-level near the eardrum varies by 20 dB between individuals and occasionally introducing differences as large as 40 dB (Saunders & Morgan, 2003). To account for this variability, probe-tube microphones are placed near the eardrum (within 4 mm; Vaisberg et al., 2016) to measure the sound-pressure level (SPL) in the ear canal during hearing aid fittings. The specific test signals and measurement formats vary (American National Standards Institute [ANSI], ANSI S3.46-2013). In pediatric hearing aid fittings, one common measurement is the real-ear to coupler difference (RECD; Moodie et al., 2016b). Briefly stated, the RECD is the difference between the acoustic response of the individual’s ear and a reference HA-1 2.0 cc coupler when both are measured with the same stimulus, transducer, and coupling method (ANSI, S3.46-2013). The RECD is used as an acoustic transform, both for the audiometric data referenced to dB hearing level (HL) and for transforming hearing aid responses to the SPL in the ear canal (Bagatto et al., 2005). The RECD measurement procedure has been described in detail elsewhere (American Academy of Audiology, 2013; Bagatto et al., 2005; Moodie et al., 1994; Munro & Lazenby, 2001; Scollie et al., 1998). Following RECD measurement, the rest of the fitting process can be completed in a hearing aid coupler without patient cooperation, which is especially advantageous when working with infants.

---

A version of this chapter has been submitted: Urichuk, M., Purcell, D., Scollie, S. Measurement of hearing aid tubing length using a wideband stimulus. Submitted to The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.
In practice, however, the real-ear portion of the RECD is often measured with the acoustic transducer coupled to a segment of hearing aid tubing attached to the individual’s custom earmold placed in the ear canal. The length of the tubing segment is typically 30-50 mm, chosen to suit the individual’s anatomy. Such a measurement is formally defined as an ear canal level difference (ECLD; ANSI, S3.46-2013), although this terminology is rarely used in clinical equipment. The current paper will refer to ECLD using the term more common in audiology, “earmold RECD”. Similarly, “foam-tip RECD” refers to RECD measurements made with a standard disposable Etymotic foam tip, which attaches to the acoustic transducer using the foam-tip’s own integrated 25 mm long segment of tubing. The choice of coupling method directly impacts the SPL produced by the transducer (Egolf et al., 1985; Gilman et al., 1981; Munro & Davis, 2003; Munro & Salisbury, 2002; Sanborn, 1998). If different coupling methods are used for hearing threshold measurement (e.g., transducer to foam-tip) and RECD measurement (e.g., transducer to custom hearing aid tubing and earmold), the coupling mismatch introduces errors exceeding 10 dB (American Academy of Audiology, 2013; Bagatto et al., 2005; Moodie et al., 2016a; Munro & Hatton, 2000; Munro & Salisbury, 2002). The coupling-mismatch is caused by differences in impedance between coupling methods, which is mainly due to differences in tubing lengths: 25 mm integrated into the foam-tip versus a custom length for hearing aid tubing to an individual’s earmold (Bagatto et al., 2005; Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie et al., 2016a; Munro & Salisbury, 2002). More specifically, the difference between the earmold RECD and foam-tip RECD is directly impacted by the interaction between the impedance of the tubing segment, which varies depending on the coupling method used, and the impedance of the transducer, which is constant. The impedance of the transducer (i.e., RE-770, ER-3A) itself is consistent regardless of the whether the earmold RECD or foam-tip RECD is being measured. While the RECD has shown some dependence on sound-source impedance differences between transducers, such effects are small in comparison to the dependence on the tubing length of the coupling method (Munro & Salisbury 2002). The portion of the coupling mismatch discussed in the present study is caused by the custom length of hearing aid tubing associated with an individual’s earmold. The approach proposed here improves upon the use of an assumed average hearing aid tubing length. Prediction and
correction of the error caused by this coupling-mismatch is of particular interest in clinical cases for which the foam-tip RECD is measured, but an earmold RECD is necessary or vice versa. Such situations can arise when the earmold is not immediately available during the hearing aid fitting or the foam-tip RECD cannot be directly measured in an individual due to discomfort with the procedure.

One method proposed to minimize the error introduced by a coupling mismatch is a foam-tip-to-earmold transform (Moodie et al., 2016a). The foam-tip-to-earmold transform is available in some hearing aid analyzers and is added to the foam-tip RECD values in a frequency-specific manner. The frequency-specific corrections were determined using average differences between earmold and foam-tip RECDs of an HA-1 coupler and two simulated ears created to approximate the volume and impedance of an adult and infant, respectively (Moodie et al., 2016a). The corrections were validated in a sample of infants and adults with tubing varying between 22 and 59 mm (Moodie et al., 2016a). This correction has been shown to more accurately predict earmold RECD values, especially above 1 kHz, when compared to age specific RECD averages (Moodie et al., 2016a). However, the foam-tip-to-earmold transform is the average across hearing aid tubing lengths between 30 and 50 mm. As a result, this transform does not account for individual variation in hearing aid tubing length. The current study proposes and validates a rapid method for estimating the hearing-aid tubing length from the half-wavelength resonance associated with this tubing for more accurate and individual foam-tip-to-earmold transforms.

4.1.1 Sources of variability

The variability in sound pressure level associated with coupling to the ear is largely caused by impedance differences due to the length of tubing between the transducer and earmold (Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie et al., 2016a; Munro & Salisbury, 2002). The choice of hearing aid tubing length has a frequency-specific impact on the sound-level measured in the individual’s ear (Moodie et al., 2016a). The largest effects of tubing length are seen in frequencies near the first impedance minima and maxima, which both are typically present in the mid-frequencies (approximately 1-4 kHz; Moodie et al., 2016). Infant earmolds typically have shorter tubing lengths than adult earmolds due to
the smaller size of their external ears. Consequently, an average foam-tip-to-earmold transform that is reasonably accurate for the average adult may overcorrect for the acoustic differences between earmold and foam tip coupling methods if used on an infant with short tubing lengths. Similarly, the average foam-tip-to-earmold transform also systematically under-corrects the acoustic differences when the hearing aid tubing segment is longer than the tubing length of an average adult ear. Accurate physical measurement of the individual’s tubing length is challenging in a clinical setting due to the curvature of the tubing, infection control considerations, and embedding of the tubing within the individual’s earmold. If individualized hearing-aid tubing length measurements were implemented into a clinical instrument, the validity of the foam-tip-to-earmold correction may improve and increase accuracy of hearing aid fittings to prescriptive targets.

4.1.2 Potential solution: reflectance-based tubing length estimation

One potential solution is the estimation of hearing-aid tubing length with a Thevenin-equivalent source-parameter calibrated transducer. Source-parameter calibrated transducers can accurately assess the impedance of an acoustic load, which can include the source transducer, coupling method, and the middle-ear system using a wideband acoustic immittance measurement (Allen, 1986; Hunter et al., 2010; Keefe et al., 1993; Voss & Allen, 1994). The transducer houses a microphone flush with the sound-source to accurately determine the effects that the transducer has on the stimulus in acoustic loads of differing immittance (Huang et al., 2000; Souza et al., 2014; Voss & Allen, 1994; Withnell et al., 2009). Source-parameter calibration enables accurate in-situ determination of the pressure reflectance coefficient of the acoustic load (Keefe et al., 1993). Using the pressure reflectance coefficient, the total sound-level can be decomposed into the forward-moving and reflected components (Keefe et al., 1993; Lewis et al., 2009; Schelperle et al., 2008, 2011; Souza et al., 2014). Implementation of in-situ calibration with forward-pressure level (FPL) has been of interest as an alternative calibration approach for hearing aid verification (Lewis et al., 2009; McCreery et al., 2009), otoacoustic emissions (Charaziak & Shera, 2017; Schelperle et al., 2008, 2011), and other audiological measurements (Lapsley Miller et al., 2018; Souza et al., 2014;
Withnell et al., 2014). However, such a calibration procedure has not been applied to estimate the length of an unknown open tube previously. The current study attempts to apply in-situ calibration with FPL for tube length estimation.

### 4.1.3 Reflectance-based methods to estimate tubing length

The pressure reflectance coefficient can be used to acoustically measure the length of an unknown segment of hearing aid tubing using an arbitrary wideband stimulus. The first step to determining the length of a hearing aid (open) tube segment is measuring the frequency-location of the half-wavelength resonance ($F_{res}$). The $F_{res}$ can be determined by the frequency location where the pressure reflectance coefficient is closest to -1, which corresponds to complete negative reflection (with inverted phase relative to the incident wave). Alternatively, and perhaps more intuitively, the $F_{res}$ can also be determined by minimizing the difference between the SPL at the entrance of the tube (SPL measured by the transducer) and the SPL at the termination of the tube-segment. The SPL at the termination of a closed tube is theoretically equivalent to the integrated pressure level (IPL), which is the summed magnitude of the forward-moving and reflected sound-waves (Lewis et al., 2009; Scheperle et al., 2011; Withnell et al., 2009, 2014). Mathematically, the frequency location is described as:

$$F_{res} = \arg\min (SPL - IPL)$$

(4.1)

Once the frequency of the half-wavelength resonance is determined, the length of an ideal cylindrical tube can be determined:

$$L_{ideal} = \frac{c}{2F_{res}}$$

(4.2)

Where $c$ is the speed of sound (~343m/s) and $L_{ideal}$ is the length of an ideal cylindrical tube. For physical tubes of non-zero diameter, the pressure null occurs just outside the mouth of the tube, requiring an open-end physical length correction of (Levine & Schwinger, 1948):

$$\Delta L_{OE} = 1.2266 \times r_{tube}$$

(4.3)
Where \( r_{\text{tube}} \) is the internal radius of the hearing aid tube segment. For this study, the radius is 0.96 mm using #13 hard walled hearing aid tubing, yielding the \( \Delta L \) value used here of 1.184 mm. With the open-end correction adjustments, the physical length equation is:

\[
\hat{L} = \frac{c}{2F_{\text{res}}} - \Delta L_{OE} = L_{\text{ideal}} - \Delta L_{OE}
\]  

(4.4)

Where \( \hat{L} \) is the estimated length of the tubing being measured.

4.1.4 Applications of an estimate of the tubing length of earmolds

Determining the length of the individual’s earmold tubing using an accurate, rapid acoustic measurement could allow for personal foam-tip-to-earmold corrections based on the actual length of hearing aid tubing used by the individual. This individualized measurement will improve the accuracy of fitting whenever a foam-tip-to-earmold correction is used. A method to accomplish this using a source-parameter calibrated transducer is proposed and validated in the current study. Clinical implications for individualized foam-tip-to-earmold RECD corrections are discussed.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Instrumentation

All acoustic length measurements were made using a commercially available Interacoustics Titan probe (Interacoustics A/S, Middelfart, Denmark). Measurements were made using a custom-written Matlab script and the Interacoustics Research Platform (Matlab, 2020a). The individualized transforms were determined using an RE-770 transducer inserted into couplers manufactured by Audioscan (a division of Etymotic; Dorchester, Ontario). Couplers included an HA-1 coupler, a simulated adult ear canal, and a simulated infant ear canal. Simulated ear canals, designed to approximate the volume and impedance of an adult and infant ear, respectively, were created and used to determine the average foam-tip-to-earmold transform (Moodie et al., 2016). Details of simulated ear canal construction can be found in the study completed by Moodie and colleagues (2016).
4.2.2 Calibration

Source parameter calibration was completed on the same day as the hearing aid tubing length measurements in a quiet, climate-controlled room. Four calibration cavities of constant radius (0.2 cm) and length (1.2, 1.45, 1.75, 2.0 cm) were used for source parameter determination. The radii and lengths of these tubes were chosen to minimize the effects of non-propagating waves and overlapping impedance extrema on measurement accuracy (Nørgaard et al., 2017; Scheperle et al., 2011). Calibration cavity pressure responses were measured using a transient wideband stimulus (226-8000 Hz; repetition rate 21 Hz) calibrated to 96 dB peak-to-peak equivalent SPL as measured by a microphone (Brul and Kjaer Type 4192) in an ear simulator (B&K Type 4157). The response in each calibration cavity was computed using thirty-two 1024-sample blocks, averaged together to reduce measurement noise. The average waveforms were analyzed using a Fourier transform with a sampling frequency of 22050 Hz.

4.2.3 Experimental measurement

The calibrated transducer was coupled to hearing aid tubing segments comprised of #13-gauge hard walled tubing of various lengths. Hearing aid tubing lengths were created for every 5 mm interval between 25-55 mm (inclusive). These values were chosen because most clinical hearing aid tubing lengths, as well as standard Etymotic foam tip tubing, are expected to fall within this range (Moodie et al., 2016a). The transducer and tested hearing aid tubing segments have similar outer diameters of 0.130 inches (3.3 mm). The transducer was coupled to each tube segment using a soft, silicone coupling sleeve with length 17.5 mm, inner diameter 3.1 mm, and outer diameter of 15.8 mm. The coupling sleeve inner diameter size was chosen to allow for a tight mechanical coupling that minimizes leakage during the measurement. The inner diameter of the hearing aid tubing is 0.076 inches (1.93 mm), however, the exact inner diameter of the transducer could not be determined. All acoustic measurements of the hearing aid tubing segment were completed with the same transient wideband stimulus used to calibrate the transducer’s source-parameters. The Fourier transform had a frequency resolution of 21.5 Hz per bin. Fourier transform output was converted to dB SPL re 20 µPa root-mean-square (RMS) values.
Measurements were completed in three sessions, each in a quiet room. The transducer and hearing aid tubing were re-inserted into the coupler for each measurement to determine acoustic measurement test-retest reliability. To minimize the potential impact of low-frequency environmental noise contaminating the measurement, only frequencies above 500 Hz were analyzed for the presence of a resonance. Acoustic measurements were made for tubing lengths between 30 and 50 mm in increments of 5 mm.

The sound levels referenced in FPL, SPL, and IPL were calculated using a MATLAB script. The characteristic impedance of the hearing-aid tubing was calculated using an inner diameter constant of 1.93 mm. All visualizations and comparisons to a predetermined 2 dB cut-off of clinical significance (ANSI, S3.46-2013) were completed using the R Statistical Programming Environment (R Core Team, 2020).

4.2.4 Individualized transform

An RE-770 transducer was attached to a foam-tip and inserted in three different cavities: (1) an HA-1 coupler, (2) simulated adult ear canal, and (3) simulated infant ear canal. The sound level output was measured, filtered into 1/3 octave bands, and the average response produced in each cavity was recorded. The same cavities used for the foam-tip were also employed with an earmold and tubing of lengths 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 mm (Moodie et al., 2016a). The average sound level was measured in each cavity the same way as with the foam-tip. The measurements in the three cavities were averaged together for each coupling condition to attempt to minimize effects of cavity volume, cavity volume, and measurement error. Individualized transforms were computed as the difference between the average sound level measured for a particular length of hearing aid tubing and the foam-tip measurement. For lengths between measured values, transforms were linearly interpolated to provide a specific foam-tip-to-earmold correction value at all frequencies and for all lengths between 30 and 50 mm, referenced to the average foam-tip response across cavities.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 Acoustic tubing length measurement

The physically measured tubing length was compared to the estimated tubing length from the acoustic measurements (Figure 4-1A). There was excellent agreement between the physical hearing aid tubing length and the estimated acoustic length. Observed errors were less than 1 mm in all conditions and trials with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.99 (Figure 4-1B). Maximum test-retest variation between trials, including hearing aid tubing re-insertion and additional source-parameter calibration, is denoted by differences in bar height in Figure 4-1B and did not exceed 1 mm. These lengths were used to derive individualized foam-tip-to-earmold RECD corrections, below.

The variability of the acoustic estimation of tubing length was also evaluated by the average error in estimating the frequency of the half-wavelength resonance (Table 4-1). The estimated frequency of the resonant wave (calculated by equation 4, solving for $F_{res}$) fell within the 250 to 5500 Hz range for all tubing lengths analyzed in this study, as noted in Table 4-1. Generally, the average frequency error was inversely proportional to the length of the tubing. In other words, the shorter the tubing segment, the larger the error in Hertz. As previously noted, all length estimates were within 1 mm of the physical tubing length, even with the differences observed between measured and analytic resonant frequency for shorter tubing (Table 4-1). The differences in the acoustic transform can be visualized using both the difference between IPL and SPL across frequencies (Figure 4-2A) and the magnitude of the pressure reflectance (Figure 4-2B).
Figure 4-1: (A) Comparison of estimated tubing lengths (y-axis) and the actual physically measured tubing lengths. Points falling on the dotted line indicate perfect agreement. Points above the line indicate overestimation of tubing lengths while points falling below the dotted line indicate underestimation of the tubing length. (B) Difference between estimated tubing length and the physical tubing lengths. Values below 0 indicate underestimation of tubing length, whereas positive values indicate overestimation. All three trials are shown.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tubing Length (mm)</th>
<th>Resonant Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Acoustic Resonance Estimate (Hz)</th>
<th>Average Error (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>6550</td>
<td>6682</td>
<td>-132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5620</td>
<td>-120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4740</td>
<td>4788</td>
<td>-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>4164</td>
<td>4221</td>
<td>-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>3713</td>
<td>3718</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3351</td>
<td>3359</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>3052</td>
<td>3022</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4-1: Resonance measurement accuracy across different tubing length conditions.*
Figure 4-2: (A) Absolute differences (dB) between IPL and SPL measurements and (B) Measured pressure reflectance magnitude for frequencies between 2000-8000 Hz for four hearing aid tubing length (25, 35, 45, 55 mm). Vertical dashed lines are the analytic frequency at which the maximum difference and minimum reflectance values are expected; this is frequency corresponding to the half-wave resonance of the tube.

4.3.2 Individualized foam-tip-to-earmold correction using tubing length estimation

To evaluate whether individualized estimation of tubing length would improve the accuracy of the foam-tip-to-earmold correction, individual tubing length corrections were derived as follows. Recall that individualized transforms were computed as the difference in sound-level produced at the termination of an HA-1 coupler by the acoustic transducer attached using a foam-tip and the same transducer attached using a specified length of hearing aid tubing. The individualized transforms were compared to the fixed, average, and frequency-specific foam-tip-to-earmold RECD correction (from Moodie et al., 2016a), which is implemented in some clinical hearing aid analyzers. This was completed to determine whether the individually derived earmold tubing length measurements would improve the transform in a clinically meaningful manner. Error was quantified as the difference between the actual response measured for each tubing length and the averaged transform, which indicates the improvement of the length-specific correction.
These results show reliable acoustic length estimation across testing sessions and between reinsertions with an intraclass correlation (ICC) value of 0.99, indicating good reliability (Portney & Watkins, 2015). It follows that a single measurement of hearing aid tubing length is sufficient for the determination of an individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transform for the individual within ~1 dB unless any physical changes to the hearing aid tubing occur.

The effect of the hearing aid tubing on the RECD measurement across a range of realistic hearing aid tubing lengths can be seen in Figure 4-3A. The currently implemented average transform (from Moodie et al., 2016a) is indicated by black asterisks in the plot. On the right side of the figure, deviation from the averaged transform as a function of hearing aid tubing length can be observed, with dotted lines at ±2 dB; differences exceeding these values are clinically significant (ANSI, S3.46-2013). This deviation represents the signed error introduced to the RECD measurement when using the average foam-tip-to-earmold correction, versus measurement of the RECD with the earmold itself. Compared to the averaged transform, the differences reach clinical significance for at least one experimental tubing length tested at all frequencies for which the averaged transform is used except for 250 and 2000 Hz. The largest deviation from the average transform was observed at 4000 Hz with the shortest hearing aid tubing segments, where errors exceeded 6 dB for a segment length of 30 mm.
Figure 4-3: Plot (A) indicates the individualized foam-tip to earmold RECD corrections across frequencies for 1 mm increments for hearing aid tubing measurements. Averaged transforms calculated by Moodie et al., (2016) are indicated by black asterisks (*). A value of 0 indicates no difference between the earmold RECD and the foam-tip RECD. Plot (B) indicates error caused by using the average foam-tip to earmold RECD rather than the individualized transform. Clinical significance for real-ear measurements is denoted by horizontal dotted lines at ±2 dB. Averaged foam-tip-to-earmold RECD transforms do not exist for 8 kHz, so a transform value of 0 is used. Positive values indicate that the average transform underestimates the correction factor necessary for a given length of tubing whereas negative values indicate overestimation.

4.4 Discussion

The current study has proposed a rapid method for acoustic estimation of hearing aid tubing length using a source-parameter calibrated transducer. Based on the current results, hearing aid tubing length measurements will significantly improve the validity of foam-tip-to-earmold RECD transforms, particularly for infants or those whose ears are significantly smaller or larger than the average adult with hearing aid tubing of ~40 mm. Furthermore, these acoustic length measurements using a source-parameter calibrated transducer are reliable across trials. In sum, the acoustic length measurement is expected to improve individually predicted earmold RECDs.
The average foam-tip-to-earmold correction used in current clinical practice yields significantly improved results over age-predicted norms (Moodie et al., 2016a). However, for newborns and others with short hearing aid tubing (i.e., approximately 30 mm), use of the average foam-tip-to-earmold correction implemented in clinical systems can result in the underestimation of an individual’s RECD by as much as 6 dB near 4 kHz. Previous studies have noted that the acoustic effects of hearing aid tubing shorter than 25 mm are minor, when compared to responses from standard foam-tips (Bagatto et al., 2005; Gustafson et al., 2013; Munro & Hatton, 2000). However, if the average foam-tip-to-earmold correction is used, there will be an error in the RECD, resulting in an overestimation near 1500 Hz and an under-estimation near 4 kHz. The individualized measurement of the hearing aid tubing removes this source of error and better estimates the difference between coupling methods for the individual.

Good reliability of acoustic measurement was observed between trials (Portney & Watkins, 2015), with the errors in acoustic length estimation falling well below the ±2 dB clinically significant criterion established for real-ear measurement previously (ANSI, S3.46-2013; Vaisberg et al., 2016). In a companion study, daily calibration results were also reliable across multiple source parameter estimates. Re-calibration is not necessary prior to every measurement, which removes a potential barrier to clinical implementation (Urichuk et al., 2021). The measurement of acoustic length takes seconds, and the proposed individualized transforms could be used directly in clinical settings with the commercially available wideband transducer that was used in this study. Across other transducers, however, the effect of the tubing length and additional series impedance may differ, as the pressure response of an acoustic load is dependent on not only the impedance of the load, but also on the impedance of the sound-source and coupling system (Egolf et al., 1985; Gilman et al., 1981; Sanborn, 1998). In comparisons between earmold RECD measurements using the RE-770 transducer and ER-3A transducer, the effect of a length of hearing aid tubing on sound-level output is partially dependent on the transducer itself (Bagatto et al., 2005; Munro & Salisbury, 2002). This is in part due to the nature of the ER-3A transducer design, which uses 250 mm of tubing to couple with any load, resulting in a higher overall sound-source impedance which minimizes the
effect of additional load impedances (Voss & Herrmann, 2005). As such, the individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transforms introduced in the present study are limited to the RE-770 transducer, although the same method can be applied if further experimental measurements are made with other transducers of interest.

4.4.1 Limitations

In the current study, the precise inner diameter of the transducer was not known. It is possible that slight impedance mismatches between the inner diameter of the transducer and the hearing aid tubing introduced minor errors into the measurement. Furthermore, it is possible that the coupling of the transducer and the hearing aid tubing was imperfect due to the inability to visually inspect inside the coupling sleeve. However, even with these possible sources of clinically realistic error in the measurement, the measurement of hearing aid tubing fell within a millimeter of the physically measured tubing length. In the current study, we assessed a range of hearing aid tubing lengths between 25 mm and 55 mm, which is applicable for most clinical hearing aid tubing segments (Moodie et al., 2016a). These segments result in resonant frequencies within the bandwidth tested, however, for tubing lengths shorter than 25 mm, it is possible that the expected frequency will be above 8000 Hz, which will require a stimulus with a wider bandwidth. Due to the upper frequency limit of the instrument used in this study, these outlier segment lengths were not assessed.

4.5 Conclusion

Thevenin-equivalent source parameter calibrated transducers can be configured to measure earmold tubing length accurately and quickly and provide clinically significant improvements over currently implemented average foam-tip-to-earmold RECD corrections. These improvements may contribute to improved validity of certain clinical measurements of hearing aid frequency response that use either couplers or RECD corrections as part of clinical processes. The benefits of individualized transforms would be most evident for those with hearing aid tubing lengths that significantly differ from the average adult, such as infants.
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Chapter 5

5 Validity and reliability of integrated pressure level Real-Ear-to-Coupler Difference measurements

5.1 Introduction

Clinical fitting procedures for hearing aids include routine verification and fine-tuning of ear-canal sound levels to ensure safe and beneficial aided responses (AAA, 2013; Valente et al., 2006). The ear-canal and middle-ear properties have a significant impact on the total sound-level presented to the eardrum, frequently causing 20 dB of variability between individuals and occasionally introducing differences as large as 40 dB (McCreery et al., 2015; Saunders & Morgan, 2003; Watts et al., 2020). Hearing aid verification systems account for this variability to accurately fit hearing aids to the combined effects of the individual’s hearing loss and unique ear canal acoustics (see reviews by Fabry, 2003; Mueller, 2001; and Seewald et al., 2005). Some transform procedures are used to estimate ear canal sound levels for audiometric data (Gustafson et al., 2013; Scollie et al., 1998) while others focus on hearing aid responses, which are discussed in more detail below.

Verification systems measure an individual’s hearing aid response in a variety of formats. One such format is the real-ear aided response (REAR; American National Standards Institute [ANSI], S3.46-2013). The individual’s REAR can be measured directly using a probe-tube microphone system or estimated from coupler-based measures of hearing aid output. These estimated, or coupler-based, approaches use a transform, the Transform for Estimating Real Ear Output (TEREO; Mueller & Hall, 1998; Seewald et al., 1997), that accounts for the microphone location effect and Real-Ear to Coupler Difference (RECD; ANSI, S3.46-2013; Bagatto et al., 2005). Direct measurement of the REAR requires sustained cooperation from the individual, which is not always possible in all clinical populations, such as with infants and young children (Bagatto et al., 2005; Moodie et al., 1994). Alternatively, the RECD measurement can be made in seconds with minimal participation from the patient and used within the TEREO transform. This makes RECD measurement a recommended and common choice for verification in infants and other
clinical populations for whom direct REAR measurements are challenging (AAA, 2013; Moodie et al., 2016). RECDs are also an option for pre-fitting or remote fitting.

Measurement of the RECD can be done using either a foam-tip transducer or the individual’s personalized earmold. The RECD measured with a personal earmold does not meet the standard definition of the RECD (ANSI, S3.46-2013) and is instead considered an Ear to Coupler Level Difference (ECLD). Earmold “RECDs” are necessary, however, to predict the on-ear responses for behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aids due to the effects of earmold acoustics. This can help to ensure accurate hearing aid fitting at frequencies up to 4 kHz (Munro & Davis, 2003; Munro & Hatton, 2000; Vaisberg et al., 2018).

The reduced accuracy of the real-ear probe-tube microphone measurement at high frequencies is well understood in direct REAR and RECD measurement. It is attributable to interactions between the incident pressure wave and acoustic reflections from the eardrum (Chan & Geisler, 1990; McCreery et al., 2009). This interference results in standing wave errors which introduce variations of up to 20 dB in the amplitude measurements near frequencies where the 3/4-wavelength is similar to the distance between the location of measurement and the eardrum (Chan & Geisler, 1990; Dirks & Kincaid, 1987; Stinson & Lawton, 1989). By placing the probe-tube microphone near the eardrum, the frequency of the standing wave is increased but the error is not eliminated. The standing wave is merely shifted to higher frequencies, which impacts both REAR and RECD measurements above 4 kHz (Bagatto et al., 2005; Feigin et al., 1989; Munro & Hatton, 2000; Tharpe et al., 2001; Vaisberg et al., 2018; Valente et al., 1994). The coupler used in the RECD is traditionally a 2.0 cc coupler, however, recently a modified procedure using a 0.4 cc coupler was developed to minimize standing-wave errors (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2016). This procedure, named the wideband RECD (wRECD), improves the validity of the coupler measurement at high frequencies. However, it does not mitigate the standing-wave errors in the ear-canal.

The purpose of the current study is to evaluate a new wRECD measurement paradigm for use in clinical hearing aid fitting that quantifies individual ear-canal acoustics...
independent of the standing wave error. The proposed wRECD paradigm is measured in-situ with the use of a reflectance-based probe rather than with a probe-tube microphone. Such a measurement is expected to improve high-frequency hearing aid fitting accuracy and validity without the need to place a probe-tube microphone near the eardrum.

Historically, hearing aids have been limited in providing high-frequency functional gain (Moore et al., 2001), reducing concern about standing wave error in REAR determination. With modern advancements in hearing aid technology, the bandwidth of functional gain has been extended as high as 10 kHz (Moore et al., 2008). Extended bandwidths improve speech recognition, sound quality, and improve subjective preference for some listeners. Some prescriptive methods provide audibility at 8 kHz and above, increasing the clinical relevance of high-frequency hearing aid output (Alexander & Rallapalli, 2017; Brennan et al., 2014; Folkeard et al., 2021; Füllgrabe et al., 2010; Hornsby et al., 2011; Levy et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2010; Ricketts et al., 2008; Vaisberg et al., 2021a,b; Van Eeckhoutte et al., 2020). Extending the bandwidth of a hearing aid fitting requires prescriptive targets and verification methods that are valid across the entire bandwidth. For such verification to be accurate, the acoustic input into the auditory system needs to be measured in a valid and reliable manner. Given the limited reliability and validity of probe-tube microphone measures in the high frequencies, an alternative measurement procedure may assist in ensuring accuracy in hearing aid fitting with extended bandwidth devices.

5.1.1 Accounting for individualized ear-canal acoustics using a source parameter calibrated transducer

In-ear sound-level calibration using a Thevenin-equivalent source parameter calibrated transducer has been shown to more accurately quantify input into the eardrum without reflected-wave interference. Pressure measurements can be made using a microphone housed in the transducer. Accurate calibration of the transducer’s Thevenin-equivalent source parameters, referred to in this study as “source parameters”, can be completed through a reliable weekly calibration procedure on a set of calibration cavities in less than five minutes (Urighuk et al., 2021a). Source parameter-based calibration approaches accurately and reliably measure the sound input to the auditory system up to 16 kHz with
less than 3 dB of error (Souza et al., 2014). During the in-ear sound-level calibration measurement, source-parameter calibrated transducers also simultaneously provide an assessment of wideband acoustic immittance. To emphasize this point: one pressure response measured by the transducer in the ear-canal can produce accurate sound-level calibration and accurate middle-ear assessment.

Source parameter calibration, composed of the measurement of multiple calibration cavities, determines the transducer’s source pressure ($P_{src}$) and source impedance ($Z_{src}$). Obtaining these values through the calibration procedure is explained in-depth elsewhere (Nørgaard et al., 2017; Rosowski et al., 2013; Urichuk et al., 2021a; Voss & Allen, 1994). After the calibration procedure, the transducer can be coupled to the ear-canal using an acoustic immittance tip and the pressure response ($P_{ec}$) of the ear-canal to a wideband stimulus can be made in seconds. Using the known source parameters and the wideband $P_{ec}$ measurement, the wideband power absorbance, and sound-pressure level (SPL) present at the eardrum (independent of the standing wave) can be determined through a series of steps, which can be integrated into the measurement instrument. The first step in this process is the determination of the ear-canal acoustic impedance ($Z_{ec}$):

$$Z_{ec} = \frac{Z_{src} P_{ec}}{P_{src} - P_{ec}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

Once $Z_{ec}$ is calculated, an estimate of the ear-canal characteristic impedance ($Z_0$) needs to be determined. The characteristic impedance is dependent on the diameter of the ear-canal where the transducer is located. Previously, estimates of $Z_0$ using average adult ear-canal dimensions (radius = 3.75 mm) have been employed (e.g. McCreery et al., 2009; Scheperle et al., 2008). However, a recent analytic procedure introduced by Rasetshwane and Neely (2011) can accurately estimate $Z_0$ for an individual measurement by iteratively adjusting $Z_0$ values used in the ear-canal reflectance calculation below. The $Z_0$ value that minimizes the calculated ear-canal reflectance at a time of $t = 0$ provides an accurate estimate of the $Z_0$, and therefore cross-sectional area, of the individual’s ear canal at the measurement location. This approach to individualized $Z_0$ estimates was implemented in the current study. Using the calculated $Z_{ec}$ and $Z_0$ values provides us with the information
necessary to accurately calculate ear-canal pressure reflectance ($R_{ec}$; Keefe et al., 1993; Voss & Allen, 1994):

$$R_{ec} = \frac{Z_{ec} - Z_0}{Z_{ec} + Z_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

The pressure reflectance is then used for two calculations – one relating to power absorbance and the other relating to sound-level estimation. Power absorbance, the final value used for wideband acoustic immittance, is obtained using the pressure reflectance by:

$$A = 1 - |R_{ec}|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

Pressure reflectance is also used to quantify the sound pressure moving towards the eardrum (forward-pressure level; FPL) and the pressure reflected by the eardrum (reverse-pressure level; RPL):

$$FPL = \frac{P_{ec}}{1 + R_{ec}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

$$RPL = R_{ec}FPL$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Forward-pressure level has been validated as a stimulus calibration method that maintains phase information. Phase information is important for some calibration uses (such as otoacoustic emissions calibration), however, phase information is not explicitly necessary for accurate hearing aid verification.

Unfortunately, direct comparison between stimuli referenced in FPL versus SPL at high frequencies is complex. Hearing aid prescriptive targets are currently calculated in SPL, which doesn’t have a simple one-to-one conversion with FPL, making the incorporation of FPL based measurements difficult. Fortunately, at the eardrum, the FPL waves and reflected sound-waves interact in-phase for closed tube (Lewis et al., 2009). We can therefore find the magnitude of the forward-moving wave and the magnitude of the reflected wave and sum them together in-phase to determine the SPL at the eardrum, referred to as the integrated pressure level (IPL; Lewis et al., 2009):
\[
\text{IPL} = |FPL| + |RPL|
\]  

(5.6)

Integrated pressure level has been validated with termination SPL in cylinders (Scheperle et al., 2011) and is not impacted by standing-wave interference (i.e. the quarter-wavelength pressure null present at the measurement location of the transducer), yielding an accurate and reliable method of calibration (Lewis et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014; Withnell et al., 2009).

5.1.2 IPL wRECD: Method for foam-tip and earmold wRECD determination

By obtaining the IPL response, which is theoretically equivalent to the SPL at the termination of the cavity being measured, we can obtain the wRECD transform with the source-parameter calibrated transducer. The IPL wRECD can therefore be defined as:

\[
\text{IPL wRECD} = [\text{Real ear IPL response}] - [0.4 \text{ cc coupler IPL response}]
\]  

(5.7)

Given the theoretical equivalence to eardrum SPL, we hypothesize that IPL wRECD can be used in the hearing aid fitting workflow as a direct replacement to traditional probe-tube microphone wRECD. Furthermore, we hypothesize that the acoustic determination of an individual ear’s characteristic impedance will improve the agreement between IPL wRECD and traditional probe-tube microphone wRECD measurements. However, some consideration of wRECD subtypes is necessary to determine appropriate comparison conditions, as discussed below.

Current clinical probe-tube microphone wRECD values can be completed with either a foam-tip coupling, or with the individual’s ear-mold attached to a variable length of hearing aid tubing. The choice of coupling, as well as the choice of the transducer, have been shown to significantly alter wRECD values (Bagatto et al., 2005; Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie et al., 2016; Munro & Salisbury, 2002; Munro & Toal, 2005). These differences are largely due to the interaction between the impedances of the hearing aid tubing and the transducer, with increased tubing length leading to larger errors in REAR prediction (Bagatto et al., 2005; Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie et al., 2016). To mitigate
these errors, an averaged correction between earmold and foam-tip transducer has been implemented in at least one hearing aid verification system (Moodie et al., 2016). However, it is still recommended to directly measure the RECD using the individual’s ear-mold when possible to minimize the transducer mismatch errors (Moodie et al., 2016).

Recently, a method for acoustically determining hearing aid tubing length with the source parameter calibrated transducer has been developed and validated (Urichuk et al., 2021b). Using an individualized tubing length correction, accurate estimation of an individual’s earmold wRECD using the wRECD measured using a generic insert may be possible. At time of the current study, it is not possible to calibrate the source parameters of an individual’s hearing aid and individualized earmold in a clinically feasible manner. Consequently, IPL wRECDs cannot be measured directly using an individual’s earmold. Incorporating an accurate, individualized generic-tip-to-earmold transform for IPL wRECD measurement may allow accurate conversion between IPL wRECD and estimated earmold wRECD independent of the individual’s hearing aid tubing length.

The purpose of the current study can be summarized as follows:

1. The primary purpose was to compare IPL wRECD measurement to probe-tube microphone wRECD measurements completed using either a generic insert-tip or the individual’s ear-mold.
2. The secondary purpose was to evaluate individualized foam-tip-to-earmold correction using in earmold IPL wRECD determination.
3. The third purpose was to examine the test-retest reliability of the IPL wRECD measurement.
4. Finally, the current study aimed to assess the impact of individualized characteristic impedance estimation at the transducer’s measurement position on agreement between IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone wRECD measurement.

We hypothesized that no clinically significant differences will be observed between IPL wRECD measurements and traditional probe-tube microphone wRECD measurements
for frequencies below 4 kHz. Above 4 kHz, we hypothesize the IPL wRECD values to be larger than probe-tube microphone measured wRECD measurements due to standing-wave errors being present in the probe-tube microphone wRECD measurements (specifically, the effects of the ¾ wavelength pressure null approaching the eardrum and the probe-tube microphone). A similar relationship is expected between the probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD and the IPL estimated earmold wRECD using individualized hearing aid tubing length measurement to account for variations in tubing length. Finally, an improved agreement between IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone measured wRECD in the mid-frequency range was expected, consistent with other studies validating the use of acoustic characteristic impedance estimation for in-ear stimulus level calibration (Scheperle et al., 2011; Souza et al., 2014).

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the Western University School of Communication Sciences and Disorders. A total of 22 adults (4 male; 18 female) between 21-30 years of age participated in this study. All participants presented with normal middle ear status, as determined by type A tympanograms. All participants passed a basic audiometric screening at all octave frequencies between 250-8000 Hz with hearing thresholds at or below 25 dB HL. Otoscopy was performed prior to testing. All subjects had typical ear-canal anatomy and minimal wax present.

5.2.2 Procedure

Testing was completed in a quiet laboratory at the National Centre for Audiology at the Western University. Probe-tube microphone wRECD measurements were completed with an Audioscan VeriFit 2 using the RE-770 transducer coupled to a generic foam-tip insert or to the individual’s earmold with a variable length of #13 hard wall hearing aid tubing. IPL wRECD measurements were completed using an Interacoustics Titan transducer using a modified MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, United States) script built on the Interacoustics Research Platform. Source parameter calibration was completed weekly (Urichuk et al., 2021a).
The testing session consisted of nine measurements from three testing conditions: (1) bilateral foam-tip wRECD measurement (two measurements total), (2) unilateral earmold wRECD measurement with either short, medium, or long tubing lengths (three measurements total), (3) bilateral IPL wRECD measurement (two measures with reinsertion; four measurements in total). Measurement condition order was randomized across participants. Measurements were used to determine the five measurement types: (1) probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD, (2) estimated earmold wRECD calculated using the foam-tip wRECD with an average foam-tip-to-earmold correction (3) probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD, (4) IPL wRECD, and (5) earmold IPL wRECD using the procedure outlined in Figure 5-1. The earmold IPL wRECD is calculated using two measurements: (1) a foam-tip IPL wRECD measurement in the individual and (2) an acoustic measurement of the hearing aid tubing length for a given test condition (Figure 5-1B). Using the tubing length measurement, an individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transform was determined for the individual (Urichuk et al., 2021b). The earmold IPL wRECD is defined as the sum of the IPL wRECD and the individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transform at each measured 1/3 octave band.

To measure the real-ear response in each probe-tube microphone condition, the probe-tube was inserted into the ear-canal and placed within a maximum of 5 mm from the individual’s tympanic membrane. Initial probe-tube placement was completed at a depth 30 mm from the intratragal notch for male participants and 28 mm from the intratragal notch for female participants. Probe-tube microphone placement was verified to be within 5 mm of the eardrum using a combination of a validated probe-tube insertion guide (Folkeard et al., 2019) and visualization using otoscopy. Probe-tube placement was reassessed if movement occurred with transducer placement, as observed by the tube position marker. Earmold tubing was coupled to the IPL wRECD transducer using a silicone coupling sleeve with inner diameter of 3.125 mm to complete an acoustic length measurement (Urichuk et al., 2021b) prior to probe-tube microphone earmold wRECD measurement. For IPL wRECD measurement, a plastic acoustic immittance tip was coupled with the source-parameter calibrated transducer. A broadband transient stimulus, described below, was presented to the ear-canal and the pressure response was measured.
by the transducer-housed microphone. The transducer was fully removed and re-inserted between all measurements.

Figure 5-1: Measurement procedure for determining the insert earphone wRECD and earmold wRECD using (A) probe microphone wRECD measurement procedures and (B) IPL wRECD measurement procedures. Acoustic measurements are taken at the top of each pathway. Each measurement type is referred to in the current study using the underlined term associated with each pathway. The resulting value for use in hearing aid fitting procedures (i.e. the insert-earphone wRECD or earmold wRECD) is indicated in the bottom row.

5.2.3 Stimulus calibration

A wideband transient click-like stimulus (226 Hz-8000 Hz; 21 Hz presentation rate) was presented by the Interacoustics Titan transducer at 96 dB peak-to-peak equivalent SPL (peSPL). The stimulus was calibrated in a Brüel and Kjær type 4157 ear simulator (Nærum, Denmark) using a Brüel and Kjær type 4192 microphone. The Titan transducer was coupled flush to the ear simulator opening using an ER38-14A small foam insert. The Brüel and Kjær type 4192 microphone was connected to a Brüel and Kjær conditioning amplifier set to 316 milliVolts/Pascal. The amplifier was connected to a USBPre 2 external soundcard (Sound Devices, WI, United States) set to full-scale which sent output to SpectraPLUS software (Pioneer Hill Software, WA, United States). All
measurements are referenced to a SpectraPLUS calibration file measuring a Brüel and Kjær type 4231 calibrator output a 94 dB SPL tone at 1 kHz. All measurements were completed in a quiet room.

5.2.4 Analysis

All analysis was completed using 1/3 octave bands between 250 and 8000 Hz. Using R (R Core Team, 2020) and lme4 (Bates et al., 2015), we constructed mixed-effect linear models to assess the relationships between predictor variables and outcome variables of interest. Participants were coded as random effects across all models. All reported p-values were obtained using likelihood ratio tests of the full model compared against the model without the effect of interest included. Testing was completed by comparing estimated marginal means of specified groups with Tukey honest significant difference (HSD) multiple comparison corrected p-values as necessary.

The clinically significant difference between measurements is determined using estimated 95% confidence intervals for the difference between real-ear measurement and RECD measurement as reported by Munro and Davis (2003). At each analyzed frequency, two standard deviations were added to each mean difference and then results were averaged across all frequencies. This method of determining clinical significance has been used previously to validate the probe-tube microphone measured wRECD procedure with a cut-off of 3 dB (Vaisberg et al., 2018). Mean absolute differences between IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone measured wRECD measurements that fell below 3 dB were not deemed to be clinically significant.

5.2.5 Data exclusion

Offline analysis of all measurements was completed. Real-ear IPL measurements obtained with foam tips were excluded after all testing was completed when a leak was found to be present in the measurement. A leak was determined by a low-frequency power absorbance magnitude >0.29 and low-frequency admittance phase <44 degrees (Groon et al., 2015). Two real-ear IPL measurements and one earmold wRECD were found to include significant acoustic leaks and excluded from analysis.
5.3 Results

5.3.1 Comparison between IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD

There were no clinically significant differences (greater than 3 dB) observed between probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD and IPL wRECD measurement below 5 kHz (Figure 5-2). For 1/3 octave bands at or above 5 kHz, a significant difference was observed, with IPL wRECD measurements yielding higher wRECD values. A linear mixed model with fixed effects of measurement methodology and frequency of measurement, with interactions was constructed. The model included random intercepts for participant and random slopes for measurement methodology. Group average IPL wRECD values exceeded probe-tube microphone foam-tip wRECD values by 5.72 dB (CI\textsubscript{95} = 4.85-6.60) and 8.52 dB (CI\textsubscript{95} = 7.65-9.40) at 6300 and 8000 Hz, respectively. These large differences are due to the varying effect of standing wave interference observed in the foam-tip wRECD probe-tube microphone measurements in individuals (Figure 5-3). In general, larger deviations are noted for the individuals that show a standing wave in the high-frequencies, or in individuals where a resonance of the ear-canal space is not seen in the probe-tube measurement, resulting in flat foam-tip wRECD probe-tube microphone values. This can happen when the probe-tube microphone is placed approximately half-way between the eardrum and the location of the ¾ -wavelength pressure node nearest the eardrum. When the probe-tube microphone is placed at this location, reflected sound-waves do not sum completely in phase as they would at the eardrum, and the probe-tube microphone doesn’t observe evidence of the standing wave as it would if it were placed shallower in the canal. There was also a significant main effect of the measurement methodology on wRECD values ($\chi^2_1 = 6.87$, p = 0.009), as well as an interaction between measurement methodology and 1/3-octave band ($\chi^2_{15} = 1328$, p < 0.001).
Figure 5-2: (A) Average measurement of wRECD values as a function of frequency using either the IPL wRECD (red) or probe-tube microphone SPL wRECD (blue). Average wRECD values for the normative adult population are overlaid with a dotted line (as implemented in the Audioscan Verifit 2). (b) signed difference in wRECD average between IPL wRECD minus probe-tube microphone foam-tip wRECD. The cut-off for clinical significance is denoted by dotted lines. Positive values indicate increased average wRECD values at a specific frequency for IPL wRECD. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for each estimate. Subplots C and D show the distribution of all wRECD measured in the current study. Boxplots represent 25-75th percentile of the distribution, with interior horizontal line at the median and whiskers extending to 1.5 * interquartile range (IQR). Outliers are indicated by black dots.
The random intercept of participant. A significant main effect of frequency was observed. Frequency and hearing aid tubing length (with interactions) were set as fixed effects with differences between the two were assessed as the outcome of a linear mixed individualized hearing aid tubing correction) estimated the probe prediction of the earmold wRECD using the earmold IPL wRECD (IPL wRECD with frequencies, likely due to the lack of standing leakage. Earmold IPL wRECD values were also greater in the high-frequency region (Figure 5-4). In low frequencies, however, the range of measured earmold IPL wRECD measurements was much smaller, due in part to less slit-leakage. Earmold IPL wRECD values were also greater in the high-frequencies, likely due to the lack of standing-wave interference. To evaluate whether prediction of the earmold wRECD using the earmold IPL wRECD (IPL wRECD with individualized hearing aid tubing correction) estimated the probe-tube earmold wRECD, differences between the two were assessed as the outcome of a linear mixed model. Frequency and hearing aid tubing length (with interactions) were set as fixed effects with the random intercept of participant. A significant main effect of frequency was observed.

**Figure 5-3:** Individual measurements of wRECD values in all participants’ right ears as a function of frequency using IPL wRECD measurement (red; triangles) and probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD measurement (blue; circles). Average wRECD values for normative adult population (as implemented in the Audioscan Verifit 2) are overlaid with dotted black lines.

### 5.3.2 Comparison between earmold IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD

Earmold IPL wRECD measurements yielded similar values to the probe-tube measured earmold wRECD in the mid-frequency region (Figure 5-4). In low frequencies, however, the range of measured earmold IPL wRECD measurements was much smaller, due in part to less slit-leakage. Earmold IPL wRECD values were also greater in the high-frequencies, likely due to the lack of standing-wave interference. To evaluate whether prediction of the earmold wRECD using the earmold IPL wRECD (IPL wRECD with individualized hearing aid tubing correction) estimated the probe-tube earmold wRECD, differences between the two were assessed as the outcome of a linear mixed model. Frequency and hearing aid tubing length (with interactions) were set as fixed effects with the random intercept of participant. A significant main effect of frequency was observed.
(χ²_{15} = 4957, p < 0.001), with no significant main effect of hearing aid tubing length (χ² = 0.10, p = 0.75). A significant interaction between hearing aid tubing length and frequency was also observed (χ²_{15} = 118.47, p < 0.001), indicating that frequency specific differences between estimated and measured probe-tube microphone earmold wRECD caused by tubing length remained present. Differences between average earmold IPL wRECD and the probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD were less than 3 dB for all frequencies 500-2500 Hz (Figure 5-5). At frequencies lower than 500 Hz, the IPL wRECD was larger than the probe-tube microphone wRECD by more than the clinically significant cut-off of 3 dB. This was caused by slit-leakage present when measuring the probe-tube microphone earmold wRECD. The difference was largest at 250 Hz by almost 10 dB on average (Figure 5-5). This slit-leakage is anticipated to be absent when the probe-tube microphone isn’t creating gaps between earmold and the ear-canal, or at the very least minimized, meaning that this difference is mainly due to errors present in the probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD rather than errors in estimation.

At all 1/3 octave bands above 2500 Hz, average earmold IPL wRECDs exceeded probe-tube microphone wRECDs by more than 3 dB. Differences at specific frequencies were 4.13 dB (CI_{95} = 3.41-4.85) at 3150 Hz, 5.4 dB at 4000 Hz (CI_{95} = 4.68-6.12), 6.3 dB at 5000 Hz (CI_{95} = 5.82-6.83), 9.01 dB at 6300 Hz (CI_{95} = 8.29-9.73), and 11.03 dB at 8 kHz (CI_{95} = 10.31-11.75). At these frequencies, standing-wave error is assumed to be present in probe-tube measured values resulting in smaller values than earmold IPL wRECD. Errors at these frequencies were largely independent of tubing length, indicating that there was an unaccounted-for systematic acoustic difference between the earmold IPL wRECD and the probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD.
Figure 5-4: Distribution of all earmold wRECD measurements across all tubing length conditions using both earmold IPL wRECD and probe-tube measured earmold wRECD. Width of distribution indicates density of measurements yielding a specific wRECD for a given 1/3 octave band.
5.3.3 Validation of individualized hearing tubing length correction

Implementation of the individualized hearing-aid tubing length correction minimized systematic deviations in earmold wRECD estimation when compared to averaged transforms (Figure 5-5). As seen in the top row of Figure 5-5, there is a systematic effect of hearing aid tubing length on the measured earmold wRECD. All else being equal, shorter tubing lengths result in smaller earmold wRECD values for frequencies below 2 kHz when compared to the same measurement completed with a longer segment of tubing. Above 2 kHz, the shorter tubing length has an opposite effect, producing larger...
 earmold wRECD values than are found when longer tubing is used. When individualized hearing aid transforms are incorporated into estimated earmold wRECDs, whether using probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD estimations (Figure 5-5; bottom center) or for earmold IPL wRECD measurement (Figure 5-5; bottom right), systematic variation caused by tubing length is minimized. In contrast, when average transforms are used, systematic error caused by tubing length is apparent (Figure 5-5; bottom left). These corrected plots indicate, at least descriptively, that the acoustic effects of hearing aid tubing length are being accounted for in the measurement. The individualized transform with probe-tube microphone did not account for all differences observed between estimated and measured earmold wRECD. An unexpected overestimation by probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD (with individualized hearing aid tubing correction) was also observed in the mid-to-high frequencies (Figure 5-5B; right panel). This unexpected difference exceeded average measured wRECD values by 3.21 dB (CI95 = 2.67-3.75) at 3150 Hz, 3.92 dB at 4000 Hz (CI95 = 3.38-4.45), and 3.94 dB (CI95 = 3.40-4.47) at 5000 Hz, independent of the tubing length attached to the earmold.

Errors associated with estimating tubing segment length with an individualized tubing length correction are shown in Figure 5-6, which shows the systematic deviation in “estimate error” modelled for earmold wRECD completed with 50 mm of tubing and 30 mm of tubing. If the individualized tubing length correction fully accounted for all the acoustic differences caused by changes in tubing length, systematic deviations should be 0 dB. Any frequency where the 95% confidence interval, indicated by error bars, does not cross the 0 threshold indicates a statistically significant effect of hearing aid tubing on estimated earmold wRECD error. This effect is most pronounced near 1600 Hz and above 5 kHz. These results indicate that the individualized tubing length corrections overcorrected at 1600 Hz and 8000 Hz, while under-correcting at 6300 Hz. However, these differences are much smaller than those seen in the currently implemented average foam-tip-to-earmold corrections, which can result in as much as ± 6 dB error above 1000 Hz due to individual variation in tubing segment length. Both the average and individualized methods of accounting for tubing lengths provide a better estimate of the
earmold wRECD than a foam-tip wRECD without any corrections for the additional tubing length segment associated with the individualized earmold.

![Graph showing differences in estimation of earmold wRECD for two extreme tubing lengths](image)

**Figure 5-6: Differences in estimation of earmold wRECD for two extreme tubing lengths**

(average 50 mm earmold wRECD minus average 30 mm earmold wRECD) using two tubing-length compensation methods: individualized IPL (red) and average (blue). Clinically significant cut-offs are shown by the dotted lines. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval for each estimate (2*SE).

### 5.3.4 Test-retest reliability of IPL wRECD measurement

IPL wRECD was highly reliable in all test subjects, with median differences of less than 1.5 dB across all 1/3 octave bands (Figure 5-7B). All individual test-retest differences fell below the 3 dB clinically significant criterion at all 1/3 octave bands for over 95% of the participants. In comparison, intrasession test-retest reliability of wRECD measurement using re-analysis of data collected by Vaisberg and colleagues (2018) found that absolute test-retest differences exceeded 3 dB in more than 25% of all measurements at 250, 6300, and 8000 Hz. The test-retest of both probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD and IPL wRECD of the current study was analyzed at each frequency-band using intraclass correlation coefficients for test-retest reliability, based on absolute agreement between two measurements. Reliability was classified as either excellent (ICC > 0.9), good (0.9 > ICC > 0.75), moderate (0.75 > ICC > 0.5), or poor (0.5 > ICC; Koo & Li, 2016). ICC values across 1/3 octave bands for each method of wRECD measurement are
found in Table 5-1. IPL wRECD ICC values come from the data collected for the present study, while probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip and earmold wRECD ICC values are obtained from a reanalysis of data from Vaisberg et al., (2018). IPL wRECD was found to be more reliable than probe-tube microphone wRECD measurement across the entire frequency range. At frequencies of 4000 Hz or greater, IPL wRECD reliability was good-to-excellent while probe-tube microphone foam-tip wRECD values produced poor-to-moderate reliability. In the mid-frequencies between 1000-4000 Hz, IPL wRECD had excellent reliability whereas probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD yielded moderate-to-good reliability. Finally, low-frequency reliability in IPL wRECD was found to be good, whereas probe-tube microphone foam-tip wRECD reliability was found to be moderate, likely due to the presence of slit-leakage. The current results suggest that IPL wRECD is a valid and reliable alternative to probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD measurement. Given that no clinically significant differences are present below 5 kHz, it may be possible to substitute IPL wRECD measurement for probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD measurement without the need for further corrections.
Figure 5-7: Absolute test-retest differences in decibels for each wRECD testing methodology across 1/3 octave bands. Boxes indicate 25-75th percentile; horizontal line indicates median test-retest difference; whiskers represent 1.5 * IQR. Individual outlier points are denoted using a single black dot. (a) Test-retest data taken from 22 individuals, as reported in Vaisberg (2016) for probe-tube microphone wRECD measurements using a generic foam insert. (b) Test-retest data obtained in the current cohort of 21 individuals for IPL wRECD determination.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>IPL wRECD</th>
<th>Foam-tip wRECD</th>
<th>Earmold wRECD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.84 [0.72-0.91]</td>
<td>0.69 [0.50-0.82]</td>
<td>0.64 [0.42-0.79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.88 [0.79-0.94]</td>
<td>0.61 [0.39-0.77]</td>
<td>0.74 [0.57-0.85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.96 [0.93-0.98]</td>
<td>0.73 [0.55-0.85]</td>
<td>0.86 [0.76-0.92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0.95 [0.90-0.97]</td>
<td>0.69 [0.49-0.82]</td>
<td>0.89 [0.81-0.94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0.96 [0.92-0.98]</td>
<td>0.85 [0.73-0.91]</td>
<td>0.82 [0.69-0.90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>0.94 [0.90-0.97]</td>
<td>0.74 [0.57-0.85]</td>
<td>0.76 [0.60-0.87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>0.93 [0.88-0.96]</td>
<td>0.50 [0.23-0.70]</td>
<td>0.72 [0.53-0.84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>0.93 [0.87-0.96]</td>
<td>0.49 [0.23-0.69]</td>
<td>0.84 [0.73-0.91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,300</td>
<td>0.93 [0.88-0.96]</td>
<td>0.44 [0.16-0.65]</td>
<td>0.55 [0.30-0.73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>0.89 [0.80-0.94]</td>
<td>0.70 [0.50-0.82]</td>
<td>0.70 [0.51-0.83]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5-1: Intraclass correlation coefficients for select 1/3 octave bands. Values within square brackets indicate 95% confidence intervals.*

5.3.5 **Performance of individualized ear canal cross-sectional area estimation**

Individualized characteristic impedance measurement significantly improved agreement between IPL wRECD measurement and probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD values when compared to average characteristic impedance estimates (Figure 5-8). The accuracy of IPL wRECD determination using either measured or averaged characteristic impedance was quantified at and below 4 kHz by determining the absolute error between the IPL wRECD and the probe-tube microphone foam-tip wRECD. The absolute error between the IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone measured wRECD was coded as the dependent variable in a mixed linear model with fixed effects (with interaction) of characteristic impedance method and the measurement frequency. Random intercepts of participant and random slope of characteristic impedance method were
included. There was a significant main effect of frequency band on overall error ($\chi^2_{11} = 566.4$, $p < 0.001$), with expected error generally increasing with frequency regardless of $Z_0$ determination method used. There was also a significant main effect of using individualized characteristic impedance measurement on overall error ($\chi^2 = 10.05$, $p = 0.002$). Individualized characteristic impedance measurement decreased absolute error by 0.49 dB when averaged across frequency ($CI_{95} = 0.39-0.59$). The interaction between characteristic impedance determination method and frequency was significant ($\chi^2_{12} = 236.39$, $p < 0.001$). Consistent with previous studies, individualized characteristic impedance measurement improved IPL determination in frequencies near the quarter-wavelength nulls during in-situ IPL measurement (approximately 2-3kHz; Figure 5-8). More specifically, individualized characteristic impedance measurement improved IPL wRECD agreement with probe-tube microphone measurements at all 1/3 octave bands between (and including) 1600Hz – 3100Hz. At 1600 Hz, 2000 Hz, 2500 Hz, and 3100 Hz, individualized $Z_0$ estimation improved agreement with wRECD values by 0.74 dB ($CI_{95} = 0.31-1.17$), 1.6 dB ($CI_{95} = 1.28-2.00$), 2.44 dB ($CI_{95} = 2.01-2.86$), and 1.00 dB ($CI_{95} = 0.57-1.43$) respectively. At 4000 Hz and above, agreement with probe-tube microphone foam-tip wRECD does not necessarily indicate increased or decreased improvement, due to the standing-wave errors present in the probe-tube microphone measurement.
5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Main findings

We compared IPL wRECD values to SPL-based probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip and earmold wRECD values. Although statistically significant differences were noted between IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD values, these differences were only clinically significant above 4 kHz, where standing wave errors are expected to be present in probe-tube microphone measures but not IPL response measurement. At all frequencies up to 4 kHz, where probe-tube microphone measurements are expected to approximate the true SPL present at the eardrum, no clinically significant differences were found. Therefore, it appears that the advantages of IPL for reducing error associated with standing waves, as reported in previous studies of stimulus level calibration in the ear canal (Souza et al., 2014; Withnell et al., 2009), also apply to the measurement of the wRECD.
Similar to comparisons with foam-tip wRECD determination, earmold IPL wRECD measurements produced larger high frequency values than probe-tube microphone earmold wRECD measurements. Such a deviation was anticipated, due to the reduction of standing wave error. Specifically, earmold IPL wRECD, calculated from IPL wRECD and the individualized foam-tip-to-earmold correction, fell within 3 dB of the probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD for all frequencies between 500-2500 Hz regardless of the earmold’s tubing length. At frequencies below 500 Hz, both earmold IPL wRECD and estimated earmold wRECD produced larger values than the probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD due to probe-tube-induced slit-leak error being present in the probe-tube microphone earmold wRECD measurement. Unexpectedly, differences between the probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD and earmold wRECD estimated using probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD were observed near 4 kHz. This systematic deviation was independent of the tubing length, indicating potential systematic differences in acoustic responses between coupling methods unrelated to the tubing length. Individualized foam-tip-to-earmold correction transforms minimized error in earmold IPL wRECD and estimated earmold wRECD caused by tubing length variability.

Test-retest reliability of IPL wRECD was also assessed. IPL wRECD reliability was excellent, with almost all absolute errors between measurements falling below a clinical significance criterion of 3 dB across all analyzed frequencies. The test-retest reliability of IPL wRECD was found to be better than the reliability of probe-tube microphone measurements, as measured by each method’s ICC values. Reliability improvements were especially marked in the low frequencies and above 4 kHz, due to reduced slit-leak error and standing-wave error, respectively. The current results support the replacement of probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD measurement with the IPL wRECD measurement paradigm, at least in an adult population. IPL wRECD improves test-retest reliability, high-frequency accuracy, and does not significantly change wRECD determination in frequencies where probe-tube microphone measurements are known to be valid. Further evaluation of this measurement in children is indicated.
The individualized determination of characteristic impedance (Rasetshwane & Neely, 2011) improved IPL wRECD agreement with probe-tube microphone measured wRECD values in the mid-frequencies by as much as 2.5 dB at 2500 Hz. The characteristic impedance measurement was obtained with the acoustic impedance during the same measurement as the IPL wRECD, requiring no additional time or changes in testing.

5.4.2 Comparison between IPL wRECD and foam-tip wRECD

Clinical recommendations for probe-tube insertion depth are largely based on minimizing the influence of the reflected-wave interference on the probe-tube microphone measurement below 4 kHz. Even with gold-standard probe-tube placement, standing waves still influence probe-tube microphone measurements as low as 4 kHz, as shown by decreased reliability in the measurement (McCreery et al., 2009; Vaisberg et al., 2016). Based on the findings in the current study, hearing aid fittings that incorporate probe-tube microphone measurements result in underestimation of the individual’s wRECD above 4 kHz. The magnitude of the underestimation corresponds to the depth of the standing-wave in the individual. Standing wave error depends on probe-tube microphone placement and can be significantly shifted by even small (less than or equal to 2 mm) changes in probe-tube location (Vaisberg et al., 2016). Visual detection of the ¾-wavelength standing wave in the frequency band of interest can help minimize error by allowing exclusion of that measurement from datasets, or in the case of clinical measurement, repositioning of the probe-tube microphone. However, the depth and width of the ¾-wavelength standing wave depends on numerous factors, such as ear canal geometry, which makes accurate and reliable detection difficult (Chan & Geisler, 1990; Stinson & Lawton, 1989). Such challenges might explain why the average IPL wRECD value was greater than current adult norms even when standing waves were visually inspected and excluded when normative curves were developed (Bagatto et al., 2005). Regardless, source-parameter calibrated approaches such as IPL have been shown to be independent of the quarter-wavelength standing wave, and accurately measure behavioural thresholds, showcasing significantly less error in the higher frequencies when compared to SPL calibrated stimuli (Lapsley Miller et al., 2018; McCreery et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014; Withnell et al., 2014). As such, the high-frequency difference
between the measured IPL wRECD values and probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD values in the present study should be interpreted primarily as an underestimation of wRECD by probe-tube microphone measurements rather than an overestimation of IPL wRECD measurements.

5.4.3 Comparison between earmold IPL wRECD and probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD and validation of individualized tubing length corrections

Averaged across all measurement conditions, earmold IPL wRECD and probe-tube measured earmold wRECD produced similar distributions in the mid-frequency region (Figure 5-4). However, earmold wRECD values were comparatively small in both the low- (<= 500 Hz) and high- (> 4000 Hz) frequency regions, due to slit-leakage and standing-wave interference, respectively. Recall that the acoustic response of each individual tubing length was estimated using the acoustic length estimation measurement by the source parameter calibrated transducer, using methods described by Urichuk et al., (2021b). This allows a two-stage estimation of the earmold wRECD. In the first stage, the IPL wRECD (with generic insert) is measured in the ear. In the second stage, the length of the tubing is estimated using the response of the earmold tubing measured on the desk, which takes seconds to complete. The length of the hearing aid tubing is used to create an individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transform for that hearing aid, which is added to the IPL wRECD values to produce an estimate of the earmold IPL wRECD. This is similar in concept to the foam-tip-to-earmold transform developed by Moodie and colleagues (2016), which uses the average acoustic effect of hearing aid tubing lengths between 30 and 50 mm in length. By acoustically determining the length of the tubing, the impact of the tubing length can be determined more accurately, allowing for different foam-tip-to-earmold transforms to be used based on tubing length. Individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transforms largely eliminate error in earmold wRECD estimation caused by variation in tubing length that have been observed in previous studies (Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie et al., 2016; Munro & Davis, 2003), as well as in the current study (Figure 5-5; top row). The acoustic length measurement did not require additional cooperation from the patient as it is completed off-ear and took only seconds to complete. Mid-frequency earmold wRECD estimation using the IPL wRECD measurement was not
significantly different than direct earmold wRECD measurement, validating the estimation procedure. Furthermore, estimation using IPL wRECD measurement minimized slit leak errors that may be caused by gaps between the probe-tube microphone and ear-mold that are not present when the individual is wearing the hearing aid outside of this verification measurement. Slit leak errors are further minimized by robust leak-detection criteria resulting from the simultaneous wideband acoustic immittance measurement, adapted for use in the current study (Groon et al., 2015). The larger values obtained in the high-frequencies for earmold IPL wRECD relative to the probe-tube microphone approach were similar in both shape and magnitude to the same comparison with probe-tube microphone measured foam-tip wRECD. The known presence of standing-wave error in both foam-tip and ear-mold wRECD is the most likely explanation for the observed effect.

Tubing-length independent differences were observed between directly measured earmold wRECD and indirect earmold wRECD measurement approaches, namely the earmold IPL wRECD and estimated earmold wRECD where the individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transform was used. If the tubing length was the only source of difference, we would expect to see no differences between the directly measured and the estimated earmold wRECD that uses the individualized foam-tip-to-earmold transform. It is possible that this clinically significant error between 3-6 kHz may be caused by either unintentional probe-tube depth differences, overestimation of the foam-tip-to-earmold correction, or an unaccounted-for acoustic difference between coupling methods and requires further investigation. Nonetheless, incorporation of the individualized tubing correction minimized systematic ±6 dB variations in both earmold IPL wRECD and estimated earmold wRECD measurement caused by tubing length differences. Estimating the acoustic effects of individual hearing aid tubing length eliminated the statistically significant impacts of the tubing length on the accuracy of foam-tip-to-earmold wRECD estimation.

While IPL calibrated measurements accurately quantify the sound-input for a particular transducer placement, systematic errors in difference measurements may be present near the half-wavelength resonance of the residual ear canal length. Transducer placement
depth alters the frequency of this half-wavelength resonance (Souza et al., 2014). While these half-wavelength resonances can exceed 10 dB, there will be significant overlap between resonances in two adequate transducer placements, leading to minimal error introduced. This is supported by the relatively minimal test-retest variability noted in IPL wRECD measurement. However, if two transducer placements differ substantially from one another, such as a relatively shallow immittance tip placement compared with a deep earmold placement, errors due to half-wavelength resonance differences may be introduced at frequencies as low as 8 kHz in adult ear canals. These errors are of most concern in longer, adult ear canals due to the frequency location of the resonance being inversely proportional to the residual ear canal length. In shorter ear canals and, perhaps more importantly, for infants and young children, the shift will be well beyond the bandwidth of interest and will not be a significant source of error for wRECD measurement. In the current study, the deep probe-placements, relatively shallow earmolds, and small ears in the sample population make it unlikely that the half-wave resonance was a significant source of error. The potential for such errors still highlights the importance of deep transducer placements – regardless of the acoustic measurement being completed. While transducer-depth mismatches have the potential to introduce errors in high frequencies, it should be noted that such errors will be significantly smaller in magnitude, and at significantly higher frequencies than the quarter-wavelength standing-wave errors currently present in clinical measurements.

The current results suggest that measurement of an earmold IPL wRECD does not showcase clinically meaningful errors due to hearing aid tubing length and that earmold IPL wRECD values fall within 3 dB of probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD between 500-2500 Hz, regardless of the tubing length. As a result, the earmold IPL wRECD builds upon the individual results obtained by Moodie and colleagues (2016) and is recommended as a more accurate alternative to estimating the earmold wRECD using a foam-tip wRECD measurement and the average foam-tip-to-earmold transform. Results between direct probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD and the indirect earmold IPL wRECD differed in high and low frequency regions. While it is expected that this is mainly caused by slit leakage and standing wave errors, it is not possible to determine which measurement would be more accurate in a clinical setting.
Measurements using a wider set of earmold materials and styles, across a wider range of ages, are necessary to further generalize systematic deviations between wRECD measurements made with generic inserts and personalized earmolds. Earmold audiograms could also be completed using stimuli calibrated using each earmold wRECD method to isolate which method provides more accurate results in the extreme frequency ranges, similar to audiometric comparisons completed in previous studies (McCreery et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014).

5.4.4 Performance of individualized ear canal cross-sectional area estimation

Measuring the individual’s characteristic impedance significantly improved agreement of the IPL wRECD with probe-tube microphone foam-tip wRECD measurement up to 4 kHz when compared to the average characteristic impedance. Improvements of individualized characteristic impedance were largest in the mid-frequencies, consistent with previous studies (Scheperle et al., 2011; Souza et al., 2014). The largest improvement was observed near the quarter-wavelength resonance with mean improvement within 3 dB at all frequencies. The magnitude and frequency of this improvement is relatively consistent with improvements seen by Souza and colleagues (2014), who found minor (~1 dB) improvements on group-level threshold determination reliability when using the individualized characteristic impedance measurement. In the present study, improvement in real-ear IPL determination beyond 4 kHz could not be assessed using probe-tube microphone measurements due to standing-wave interference present in probe-tube microphone measurements. Results in the current study add to the literature by providing further validation of the $Z_0$ measurement procedure proposed by Rasetshwane and Neely (2011).

Overall improvements in agreement due to individual estimation of $Z_0$ are modest, however, the improvements are expected to be greatest in ears that significantly deviate from the average $Z_0$. Although the statistical impact of radius was not formally assessed in the current study due to sample size limitations and deviating from the study’s main aim, visual inspection of the data found a pronounced improvement caused by individualized $Z_0$ measurement in ear canals significantly smaller than the reference
coupler. The smallest ears showcased some of the largest improvement of $Z_0$ measurement over averaged methods. In smaller ears, benefit of $Z_0$ measurement routinely exceeded 5 dB at 2500 Hz. This is of particular interest for the accurate calibration of stimuli in small ear canals, such as those similar to infant ears, and validates the implementation of $Z_0$ measurement.

5.5 Conclusion

IPL wRECD, although theoretically intimidating, is a simple clinical measurement, requiring similar precision and less time than a typical 226-Hz tympanometric test and yields the individual’s wRECD and a robust middle ear analysis using wideband acoustic immittance. The speed of the measurement, lack of sustained cooperation necessary, and extended valid bandwidth make IPL wRECD an enticing clinical measurement for implementation into hearing instrument fitting workflows. No probe-tube placement is necessary, and such a measurement can be completed with minimal training. This introduces exciting potential and implications for tele-audiological and screening environments where a highly trained practitioner may not be physically present.
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Chapter 6

Contributions, limitations, and conclusions

6.1 Research aims and summary of findings

The aim of this thesis was to improve the detection and accuracy of objective measurements for procedures used in audiology, with a focus on pediatric procedures related to detection of auditory evoked potentials, and for in-ear stimulus calibration. Chapter 2 assessed the clinical efficacy of the speech-evoked envelope following response (EFR) as an objective outcome measurement across different testing durations and using an array of different statistical indicators in both infants and adults. Chapters 3-5 focused on the development of an individualized in-ear calibration using a Thévenin-equivalent source parameter calibrated transducer. More specifically, Chapter 3 assessed the test-retest reliability of the Thévenin-equivalent source calibration procedure and the impact of reliability on subsequent in-ear measurements. Chapter 4 proposed and validated an acoustic method of estimating an individual’s hearing aid tubing length for use in individualized foam-tip-to-earmold wideband real-ear-to-coupler difference (wRECD) transforms. Chapter 5 incorporated the calibration approach discussed in Chapter 3 and the acoustic length estimation in Chapter 4 and validated a novel method of measuring wRECD using integrated pressure level (IPL) without the use of probe-tube microphones. Validity and reliability of the IPL wRECD procedure was assessed against current foam-tip and earmold wRECD measurement approaches.

Chapter 2 found that speech-evoked envelope-following response (EFR) detection is dependent on the statistical indicator used. The results in this chapter indicated that statistical indicator accuracy is not fixed across the lifespan and the accuracy differs depending on the population of interest (children vs. adults). This indicates a likely maturational difference between populations. Statistical indicators that used the phase of the speech-evoked EFR were the most accurate and efficient in infant response detection, which has also been observed previously in adult populations (Easwar et al. 2020, Zhu et al., 2013). Phase-incorporating statistical indicators provided clinical utility as an objective outcome measurement tool with less than 30 minutes of testing duration. This
chapter contributed by providing a comparison of statistical indicators as a function of testing duration and by highlighting differences that exist between infant and adult populations. A limitation of this chapter was the use of a broadband real-ear-to-coupler-difference rather than the frequency-specific RECD that is used frequently in clinical practice. Accounting for the individual’s ear-canal acoustics improves the accuracy and the validity of EFR detection (Easwar et al., 2021). However, the placement of a probe-tube microphone is not always possible during testing and may be difficult to complete prior to EFR measurement which requires the child to sleep/be relaxed during the duration of testing. The second half of this thesis (Chapter 3-5) proposed and validated a method to measure the wRECD simultaneously with a robust analysis of the middle ear to alleviate this clinical barrier. In this work, the integrated pressure level wRECD measurement was found to provide gold-standard calibration, improve high-frequency wRECD validity, and require no probe-tube microphone placement or sustained cooperation from the individual. The implementation of the IPL procedure would allow for the incorporation of wRECD measurement into speech-evoked EFR measurement protocols, as well as other hearing aid verification procedures.

Chapters 3 and 4 also addressed several barriers that could be introduced using source-parameter calibrated wRECD measurement in clinical practice. More specifically, Chapter 3 analyzed the reliability of the Thevenin-equivalent source-parameter calibration procedure over multiple sessions. If source-parameter calibrated stimuli were implemented in a clinical setting, knowledge of the within-session and between-session reliability, and how frequently a calibration needs to be completed is required. Previous work has varied in how often calibration occurs, ranging from before any given measurement, to daily, to weekly. The current work confirmed that weekly calibration is sufficient for both accurate stimulus calibration and middle-ear assessment, minimizing concerns that a clinician may have with such a calibration procedure. Furthermore, the duration of calibration was relatively short (less than 5 minutes) and is completed on calibration cavities without a patient present. Taken together, this attribute of weekly, brief calibration provide further information about the clinical feasibility of source-parameter techniques.
Source-parameter calibrated stimuli require measurement using a transducer with a microphone flush with the speaker. At time of publication, there is no clinically available method of determining the source-parameters of a hearing aid with a variable length of hearing aid tubing with the individual’s personalized earmold. The coupling method, especially the length of tubing, has a significant impact on the acoustics of the signal that cannot be easily determined given an acoustic measurement using a generic acoustic immittance or foam tip (Gustafson et al., 2013; Moodie et al., 2016; Munro & Davis, 2003). Chapter 4 proposed a method of acoustically determining the length of hearing aid tubing coupled in an individual’s hearing aid using the source-parameter calibrated transducer. With the acoustic length known, individualized foam-tip-to-earmold wRECD transforms were developed based on measurements made in an HA-1 2.0cc coupler and two simulated ear-canals with similar volume and impedance to an adult and infant ear canal (Moodie et al., 2016). By incorporating an individualized foam-tip-to-earmold wRECD transform, an estimated “earmold IPL wRECD” could be determined from the real-ear IPL response measured using a generic coupling method, without systematic error caused by variability in tubing length. Acoustic length measurement was validated and found to be precise and reliable, and was applied to create individualized transforms that were validated in Chapter 5.

The primary contribution of Chapter 5 was the proposal and validation of a novel method of measuring the wideband real-ear-to-coupler difference using integrated pressure level stimuli. Previous studies have found that in-ear calibration approaches using Thevenin-equivalent source parameter calibrated transducers yield more accurate and reliable measurements of stimulus input to the auditory system (Farmer-Fedor & Rabbitt, 2002; Keefe & Schairer, 2011; Lapsley Miller et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2009; McCreery et al., 2009; Scheperele et al., 2008, 2011; Souza et al., 2014; Withnell et al., 2009, 2014). Previously, such calibration procedures have been mainly focused on diagnostic testing and have not been implemented into a hearing aid fitting and verification workflow using ear-canal SPL based prescriptive targets. The measurement proposed herein assesses the reliability and validity of a source-parameter calibrated measurement (IPL wRECD), and directly compares IPL wRECD values to traditional foam-tip and earmold wRECD measurements. IPL wRECD provided results that were clinically similar to foam-tip
wRECD measurements, with improved performance in high-frequencies. The results indicate that IPL wRECD can be used interchangeably with foam-tip wRECD measurements without clinically significant differences below 5 kHz, and increased validity in the high frequencies.

Collectively, results in Chapters 4 and 5 indicate that earmold IPL wRECD is a viable alternative to probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD. In combination with independence from standing-wave error and thus improving high-frequency reliability, earmold IPL wRECD measurement resulted in significantly decreased slit leakage when compared to probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD. An additional, often overlooked, clinical disadvantage of probe-tube microphone measured earmold wRECD is the infection control concerns present with direct coupling and handling of the individual’s earmold to the reference coupler (Ahmad et al., 2007; Sturgulewski et al., 2006), frequently attached using putty. Cleaning with an alcohol cleaning wipe is insufficient for complete earmold sanitization; more robust sanitization strategies are required that may require substantial cleaning time sufficient to disrupt normal scheduling. Insufficient sanitization can increase risk of chronic otitis externa, and transfer microflora between patients and between ears (Ahmad et al., 2007). For these reasons, current procedures allow hearing aid verification without puttying to the coupler, and offer corrections based on earmold wRECs in the ear or earmold corrections. Similarly, earmold IPL wRECD does not require direct coupling to the individual’s earmold or between the earmold and coupler. Instead, the earmold IPL wRECD uses a disposable generic plastic tip for in-ear measurement and a measurement in the coupler directly by the bare transducer. Consequently, earmold IPL wRECD measurement overcomes infection control barriers present with probe-tube microphone earmold wRECD measurements, combined with improved measurement validity compared to the current standard of practice.

In summary, the current work strengthens the justification of speech-evoked EFR as an aided outcome measurement and provides a new method of accounting for ear-canal acoustics in hearing-aid verification procedures. IPL wRECD measurement provides an improved, clinically viable method of measuring an individual’s ear canal acoustics.
without interference of the standing-wave or requiring precise probe-tube microphone placement. Furthermore, IPL wRECD measurement provides a simultaneous assessment of the individual’s middle ear using wideband acoustic immittance. Because both values are obtained from one measurement, it is possible to obtain both a wRECD measurement and gold-standard assessment of the middle-ear in approximately the same, or less, time required by a typical tympanometric measurement.

6.2 Limitations

There are several limitations in the current work that need to be acknowledged:

- First and foremost, the determination and validation of the IPL wRECD measurement was only completed in adults with normal external auditory system physiology. Although smaller ear-canals are hypothesized to further reduce variability in IPL wRECD determination, further work in infants is necessary. Furthermore, the impact of middle-ear disorders and abnormal ear-canal physiology should be investigated. Middle ear disorders are known to alter power absorbance measurements (Merchant et al., 2009, 2014; Nakajima et al., 2013; Shahnaz et al., 2013; Voss et al., 2001, 2012), but the effect on IPL wRECD determination remains uninvestigated.

- Chapters 3 and 5 are limited by the frequencies tested. That is, only frequencies up to 8 kHz were assessed. There is evidence to show that the benefit of the source-parameter based measurements such as integrated pressure level and forward pressure level over SPL measurement will increase with bandwidth (Souza et al., 2014), however, in the current work, this was untested. Given that current probe-tube microphone wRECD bandwidth provides measures up to 12.5 kHz, assessment in the extended bandwidth is warranted, as it is likely that accuracy of current hearing aid fittings in this extended frequency range is subpar due to physical limitations of the probe-tube microphone measurement.
- Only normal hearing infants were assessed in Chapter 2. It is possible that hearing loss impacts statistical detection of speech-evoked EFR and/or the duration of testing necessary.

- In Chapter 3, only the calibration method validated by Nørgaard and colleagues (2017) was completed. This source-parameter calibration approach doesn’t incorporate the rubber acoustic immittance tip and differs from the calibration approach utilized by some source-parameter calibration transducers (like the Mimosa Acoustics probe). While extremely unlikely, longitudinal effects unobserved in this chapter may be present in other calibration procedures.

6.3 Future work

For implementation of IPL wRECD in speech-evoked EFR testing and in a broad clinical setting, more work and further advancement may be necessary. Future directions of research may include:

- Assessment of the impact of various middle ear disorders (i.e. otosclerosis, cholesteatoma, eardrum perforation, etc) on the IPL wRECD measurement and how that may alter conductive disorder hearing thresholds is necessary. IPL wRECD also needs to be validated in a wider population of ears, including infants and children, to ensure no unexpected systematic difference with probe-tube microphone measurements arise. It is possible that the forward pressure level (FPL) measurement strategy, which is related to the IPL strategy, could have advantages with this population. A disordered middle ear will have slightly reduced impact on the realized sound-level than when IPL is used, due to the decreased effect of the reflected wave amplitude on overall stimulus level when using FPL rather than IPL. While the total realized difference is expected to be small, if wRECD measurement in a disordered population is completed, this has the potential to negatively impact the validity of such measurements and will need to be assessed formally to quantify the impact on wRECD determination.
- A standardization of source-parameter calibration procedures and an assessment of the effect that varying source parameter calibration procedures have on the measurement should be completed.

- Assessment of estimated earmold wRECD using IPL wRECD measurement should be completed in a wider population with a variety of earmold materials and tubing types, and in a clinical population to ensure that tubing independent differences between estimates and probe-tube measured wRECD do not exist. Procedures for use with vented earmolds should also be considered.

- Simultaneous IPL wRECD measurement coupled directly to the hearing aid tubing/individualized earmold may be possible and should be explored further.

- Measurement of the IPL wRECD should extend to the extended high frequency region and normative extended high frequency values should be produced.

- Assessment of slit-leakage and whether it is truly present in earmold couplings when the probe-tube microphone is not interfering with placement is necessary.

6.4 Conclusion

The procedures investigated for objective hearing aid verification and validation are expected to improve evaluation of pediatric hearing aid fittings. This preliminary study evaluated accuracy of speech-evoked EFR and identified barriers to IPL wRECD measurement. The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a novel wRECD measurement paradigm using a source-parameter calibrated transducer. The measurement of the IPL wRECD improves reliability of wRECD measurement. Values do not significantly differ from probe-tube microphone measurements below 4 kHz when measured with a generic coupling method. IPL wRECD is independent of standing wave errors, and more accurately represents the sound-level presented to the individual’s auditory system at high frequencies when compared to probe-tube microphone measurement. Prior to clinical implementation, validation in a set of infants and those with middle-ear disorders is necessary to ensure that the presence of a middle-ear disorder is not a contraindication of IPL wRECD measurement. IPL wRECD shows great
promise as a complete replacement of probe-tube wRECD measurements and implementation is anticipated to improve pediatric hearing aid fitting accuracy. Increased ease of measurement and simultaneous middle ear analysis are also anticipated to improve routine clinical measurement with the IPL wRECD.
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